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ABSTRACT
International education and cultural relations (IEC)
are surveyed in the content of books from three areas of political
science--international relations, foreign policy, and international
organizations. One hundred seventy one texts published in the U.S.
from 1945-mid 1971 are statistically analyzed in terms of amount of
consideration of IEC; classification of IEC among the many aspects of
political affairs; the functions, purposes and effects of IEC: the
organizational base of IEC programs; and types of exchange programs
mentioned in each text. Qualitative analysis of the statistical
findings cautions that the results are limited to those specific
books chosen and that such analysis distorts the books as wholes. (A
list of titles is appended.) -A few examples from specific titles
illustrate four ways of viewing IEC: 1) within the machinery of a
nation:state or other organization; 2) as an instrument of foreign
policy; 3) as a contributor to the world community and, 4) as a
process of functional transactions. Final interpretation of textbook
treatment considers the growth of IEC activities, the demands of
textbook publishing and varying political and academic climates.
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Common interests must be recognized, indeed often must be
created, before they bring men to union.
George Stratton

A nation's standing and importance in the world depends on
its cultural influence just as much as on its economic strength
or political power.

Willy Brandt

If a government fails to recognize the importance to its foreign
affairs of its educational and cultural relations, it probably
ignores the factor which, as much as any, will affect its longrange destiny in the international arena.
Charles Frankel

For three years now I have been furthering what I consider to
be primarily general and universal cultural interests. Only too
often it is true, wr, feel towed, in a sense, by the fact that
other people who ... work for national political purposes, appear
to have a bigger say than we have. We tend to think that perhaps
it is they who are right'. But I believe that men cf culture have
a responsibility to realize that there is no higher national interest than the cultural interest which transt:ends nationalisa.,
and that when governments (lc not further tnat interest it is not
because there is something wrong with culture, but because there
is something wrong with the governments.
Rafael Squirru

PREPAC'

The present study follov,s up--and expands -a preliminary

pilot inquiry, undertaken during 2969-70.

The books then studied

included a sample of "Irternational Relations" textbooks only.

The tentative findings and hypotheses arising from that inquiry
were orally presented by the author at meetings of the U.S. Advisory Commission on International Edw:ationa2 and c'ultural Affairs,

(December 1970) and the Government Advisory Committee on Internatione. Books and Library Programs, (Oanuary 1971).

The reports presented elieited the suggestion that a more
complete study of "internationa1 affairs" books be undertaken
leading to more -omprc.honsive findings.

lo approve a molest research con-

Commission thereurfn do

tract with the Universit*y ot Pirtsburgh,

of April 1

September

The !.5. Advisory

overing the period

1971.

This report present's the results of that st.L:dy.

Apart from the dedi ated

'.ompetent research assistarK:e

given to the study by Mr. Pfaller and Mr. Scott, the inquiry bene-

fited at various junftures from wntributions made by Mr. Michael
Hancock, Mr. Ernesto L.

But-her, Major James P.

Ellen Bayuk, Miss Sally

I3illou,. and Mrs. FranId Miles.

Blundell, Miss Mary

To these and al.1, the ai,thor expresses t:hlinl:s and appre iation.

September 1971

InPluvn%
The 1970's fact a mankind of some 4 billion persons.
mass of hume-,n bciri

Tnis

presenlly lives in approximately 1:15 inde-

pendent nation-stao:s and in about L.5 is yet non-sovereign col.ecause of necess,icy and advantajc, the

onies and territories.

states and ter -

peopl.zs, organization:,, and government !. or the

ritorjes intcrlink vith one another in civer,sely intensive and
:ompose (tic

wide-ranging rolcj.ion:.n;ps which, in Lhcir

international

of

th.(. world.

rn each specific dyad or

grouping, the int(.rp1,-.-/ bstwlen governments re-fleets the foreiqn

policies of the eounlr:_ca and soeieties involvetd.

riome Oe.

relationship .s arc transai:ted 613 a rssolt of

intcrgovern-

thcsc.

mental agreement:, others proceed routinr-ly within areas of re°then:, involve activities which most,

ciprocal acceptanc,--,

if not all gov,-rnm:ntc, regard as falling 'acyond the pro' in..e of

governmental regulation.

'aken as a

th,7:se relationships,

the Objectives ,Lhird them, th-:: organivitions and processes in-

cxert cootitute the sbbstan :e of

volved, and t-h_ (hf'13

the world's stru:iure and process in acticr.

".?hen viewed from

the iantage point of the formal international state sy:Item, thay

represent the interertin: of the 145 naticnal interests and perceptions as propounded
governments invol',..ed.

the foreign po.rcie,1 -nd 0,.ciorr. of the
rrtic.n

/1(wr:d

th(

to 4 bi
r lc: i.Crat/..tants. thal.
internal relations of larkind, in all their multi-dimensiQnaltty
Togetier, they an- wilat makes (..r unmakes

of form and sub".tan,:o.

Also, together, they are what

the peace and change el the world.

is or should be noted, dess.:.sribed, and analyzed by those who, as

teachers, resear-hers, or students in colle..;4=.4s and 1niversities,
devc4te their t. '.1`'e

ztody 0:7 r_be field

e

of "Interna
-c,w.

A..:;
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i.:1) :ind its more
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of the wider f
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'.:-ren
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urri4.u14:rrl

the overall sub -t ield of "i."7rt,-4 national al faits." and that. within

it, the most
"Internation;..' pc 1_,;1
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t ids! i i

oursoL;

-toorld
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Assoo.iaticn,

1,-.d be e7.
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S-Aer.".e

or Comparative) lorf.ign Policy," and one en "'international (irn-

ization" or "The United Eations."
x

College eduction as a whole, and specific courses, are a
weave of many strands.

Although varying considerably in standards,

content, methods, and pedagogical teehnioue, the typical undergraduate and first year graduate level cour!.. ,-,

interaction of (It li'ast three elements:

involves minimally the
the tt-acher, the student,

However modern and experimental a couLse

and the printtd word.

of study may seek to )).i, and whz...tever other aids it may choose to

use, none has spurned articles or books es ma.* elucidators, systematizers, or review material for the field srudied.

The very large expansion since 1945 in the number of M. colleges and uoivcrs:tie:., *he (.ignificant increase in the number of
courses nf!.e.r(d

1-1

:he number of student 7 a/A:ending and faculty

teaching them, to: p*doced j parallel cYpan:ifin in teaching aid:
published specifically for colle'e use.-

Pone has had a more

phenomenal grow' h, and (1,quifed a greater tom, than the 'icolleee
textbook,"

whatever irs specIfic form.

The cla:s-room, the book-

store, and the li!;rary ha.:e bQeome mutually ...upplementing environ-

ments, and the teacher's lecture may be :atilt on, aided, or mediated

by one or several texts whith tne student is asked to purchase and
to study during the course.

Often, the teacher will elucice, supplement, or cri:icize

2

1.270, published by the
The DIFT4:TcP:
Publish'_rs that
_Pork, list:
College Publishers Croul),
have separate "oollegei. ;.epartment" pre(jran:.

statements in the textok. At othel tibeF, U. txtA,
as a silent oriel,. , f the tea'ner. At sLII

;ay

tir,:s, LW- le-

lationship between wnat the tea her and the text')ook state ray be
so tenuous that the fina' examinatiGn may pose a serious test ref
the student's prudence. This despite the far-t that. in the CVGtwheiming majority of ,.our }es, it is the instru.ccr himself who

determines which of the available textbnoks on a tpi, he will
select and assign.

Be that as it may, multiple textbooks on almost every recognized field (A study nave become a standard part and resource
in college education, and th
in aggregat(!,

questicn of wt.,

CO:

ii

rlganiz.!, upproa-U, fr interpret a parti(.ular

issues is of

c, Let

field of knowledgr., cp,m-Ition Gf

some importer
SU( h irip( ftan,r, is :lot redu

the contemporary mrefl.;c,

ley ire

f

-z,oursf .

allege student brodi,'e-., and 15 '-.:Y.Pr,Sfn

to an unprecedeni-ed %,ariety of environmental ....puts,

to some extent, - reinforAngly or concradiftGrily,

ea(.r(

- shapes his

understandings and motivation. 3ewspapers, joulnals, magazines,
radio, television

studenLs fr.r

films, visiting leelrers,

this country al,d abroad,

.ol)eqe 'haplains, other professors, other

courses, books read on cn:.'s own, and iroa-tful "b01-sf.ssions" and
personal "Yaps" - all inf..!se into the learner bn array 1,f infermation and attitudes, whether reliable t,rr. pr,,le::t or n..;t, whih,

on occasion, .pay pr,,ve more Ilstinr: than Aa!-

taw:n: or lea,-:-

ed in a sp.,
Despite this, it V.:.,Uf.!

r.)(e as won.)

e'.

at ion

value the role played by "textbooks" as t

LA.er..alue them.

Insofar as the courses themselves are meaningluily taught - and
in most instances the one to three courses on "international affairs" may be the sole and terminal exposure of the student to
a systematic analysis of the field, - the conceptual framework
communicated, and the identification of fa:_zors and environments

pertinent in international affairs analysis may represent for
time to come the basic: equipment with which he, as a person and
citizen, may fellow the interactions and :'onflicts of the wprld

around him. If we a:_ept the democratic premise that the individual as a person and as a citizen needs to "know," then whatever
aids the organization and sense of the relevant, must be of interest. In a limited, unspe.ifiable, but possibly influential way,
textbooks play a role.

This study thus pesirs in part en the premise that it does
make a difference what textbooks on internatii,nal affairs "say."

The Proje:t

The project focused on tie following question:
"What do college textbooks on (1) "international relations",
(2) "foreign p.licy", and

"international organization", pub-

lished in the United States between 1945 and mid-1971, communicate
about that aspect of internal:ional affairs whi-h is generally

identified as "international educational and ultural relations",
or more briefly, as "cultural d4plema_y"?.5
To arrive at a finjing, a number , f Yr-sear h dr-_isi:-,ns had

to be made. They included aw:wers to the f,Ilf,wing

3Hereafter referred to as 1 Ef.

0
1.

What types _I :,ocks, and what oditio-ks s.a.ulo be se-

lected and included for analysis?
2.

What research instrument should be developed and used?

3.

What definition in this study should circumscribe the

realm of "international educational and cultural relations?",
and
4.

What form: content, and purpose should guide the prepara-

tion of the Report on the study?

I.

SELECTION OP BOOKS:

To identify pertinent books, the research

group undemok a searA1 of bibliographies, publishers' catalogues,
bock reviews in prcfessicnal journals, library :ard files, and referen,:es found in the textbooks themselves.

This search yielded

a roster of appr..:xisrately 300 titles frz. whi'h, in due course,

less than 60 per cent were selected for analysis.
What types of books were to be :_:onsidered?

What was the

class term "textbook" to include? An early derision recommended
that the study should probe, within the three fields and the
period, three types of books:
(1) "texts", (2) "readers", and (3) supplementary treatises' .4
This decisicn dcrtve,f frtm the understanding, suppp-rted by

observation and )no:thrable evidence, that most instructors in
the three field;' tend to utilize m5re than a single type of book(s)

as basic readinT(s) in their courses.

The re is; of course, no uni-

formity. Some ray use only a "text", others only a "reader",

4T he word "textDoLk" will be used hcreaftf,:r as the ,mprehensive term including a.71. thr,:e forms. The word "text" w J l r
fer only
one form, as %;ubsolinently defino.d.

still others a combination of both, or, adoitionally.
instead of one of the former, one or several "supplementary
treatises".5

It was assumed that a meaningful answer to

the question about how IEC subject matter is treated in -01lege textbooks in the three fields would need to include all
three froms, since the obje2t of inquiry was the pertinent knowledge communicated by textbooks used in the

lass -room, rather

than by any partic ular form.

The following definitions of the three types of books helped
to guide selection:

A comprehensive systematic survey-type book,
TEXTS:
usually written by one or more academics, or consisting of
a number of original ..hapters contributed by specialists,
A.

published expressly for college use, and designed to present an organized formulation of the respective field of
study.

Usw.11y--though not necessarilythe secondREADERS:
book which, -also published expressly for . :allege use and
edited by a,.ademi:!s, presents a wide collection of articles--historiLal essays, case studies, behavioral analyses,
excerpts from memoirs, adversary positions on major issues
or poli:Aes, etc.--meant to illustrate more ,.oncretely many
of the components or concepts dealt with in texts. The articles may represent reprints from journals, original contriThe editor(s*, usually introbutions, or a mixture of both.
duce each chapter or part with a brief contextual elucidation.
B.

This category is more inchoate.
SUPPLEMEiTARY TREATISES:
It refers to shorter books, usually issued in paper-back
edition, written or edited by academics, and designed to serve
as a substitute for or as a supplement to "texts" and/or "readers."
Only such "supplementary treatises" were selected that sought
to present concisely a more or less systematic articulation,.
of one of the three fields. Although such treatises most
frequently were published as part of a part ipular publisher's
"college series," not all books published in such a series,
C.

5Almost all instY,u.:t(rs,
%ourse, stdrJiti:_laaly assign
articles publisher] in a variety of prfr,..csf,;.,..: journals.
These, however. could not he or,d were NO Sr-.111r.d.

8

due to the above criteria, were included in the roster to
be analyzed.
To clarify "inclusion" further, the following types of publications were not included:
(1) Books that are essentially collections of documents in
one of the fields, whether they cover longer hist(,ry or a
more recent period;

books that, although written as texts, are essentially chronological or historical recitations of events, even
if their titles are identical with one of the fields to be
analyzed and cover a recent period;6
(2)

Books that are essentially compendia of theoretical
essays, originally presented as contributions to symposia,
confi,rences, or conventions;
(3)

Books in which the author(s) advance(s) essentially a
theory, concepi-ion(s), or approach(es) of his (their) own
rather than presenting a survey of the field and of its components interacting in some conceptual context;
(4)

Books that essentially focus on a single dimension,
(5)
aspect, approach, or method in the study of one of the
(This exclusion holds also for books focusing
fields.
only on "International Educational and Cultural Relations;97
(6) nooks that essentially analyze the international
policies or machinery of a specific geographic region, country, or group of countries --,with the sole exception of
books on U.S. Foreign Policy;°

Pocket-book essays, studies, or surveys, whether published for college use or not.
(7)

THE PROBLEM or MULTIPLE EDIRONS: The books to be analyzed span
a publishing period of twenty-seven years.

In a number of in-

6In a very few cases, restricting titles were, upon examinaWhere
tion, found to be unrepresentative of actual content.
the latter qualified, such books were included.
7See listing under Question 16, p. 2, Appendix I.
8 To

have excluded the latter would have excluded in many instances the only course on "International Affairs" offered,
and textbooks that, possibly more than others, could he expected to contain a discussion of "cultural diplomacy."

9

stances therefore, a particular book may have been published in
several editions. Which was to be included?
Since the study sought to include books published throughout the specified period and to analyze the IEC content, as defined and communicated during these years, the following guidelines
were adopted:
A.
In the case of "texts", only the most recent edition
would be analyzed. This seemed defensible since most subsequent editions of "texts" do not basically change the
book, but rather update, correct, and sometimes expand certain selections. The "Introduction" to the new edition
usually describes the changes made. The most recent edition
was thus held to represent the author's most mature judgment on the field's rationale, structure, and processes.
B.
In the case of "readers," the several editions were compared with regard to content. Where essentially the same
book was reissued with only minor changes, only the latest
edition was analyzed. Where the substitutions in effect
created a basically differing book - (more than one third
of the content replaced by new material) - both the older
and newer edition(s) were included and analyzed as separate books.9 In both instances, attention focused on additions or cmmissions of IEC content.

All the "supplementary treatises" selected were pubC.
lished only in a single edition, and thus presented no problem.

Subsequently the 171 assembled textbooks in the three fields ,
were searched for pertinent content. The procedure included an
examination of each book's (1) the "Table of Contents" for chapters
that could conceivably contain a discussion of IEC subject matter,
and (3) the respective chapter(s) as such. While the oversight
of an occasional paragraph or so cannot be excluded -- the pages

9The only exception was Book No. 53 (See Appendix II), the
early editions of which could not: be secured in time for analysis

10
go into the thousands--every effort was made to have the
pertinent content recorded.

A problem arose with sections or chapters, or with reprinted
articles which, while essentially dealing with IEC subject
matter, intertwined the treatment with, strictly speaking,
non-IEC considerations, topics, or data.

This particularly

obtained in treatments of UNESCO and in chapters or sections that
dealt with "Information and Propaganda" or "Information and
Educational Exchange" as a single, integrated and unseparable
category or topi..

The rule adopted was to record in such cases

the whole section or chapter, and, in all other instances where
IEC subject matter could be separated out as a specific function
or operation, to record only the latter.

10

On the basis of the data thus obtained, a number of quantitative charts and tables were drawn up and qualitative data about
the "how and why" of the presentations were put on cards.

These

formed the basis for the preparation of Chapters II and III.
TIME-PERIODS:

The total of 171 books perused were, for purposes

of analysis, divided into three "time-periods".

.

The first encom-

passed the years 1945 to 1960, the year when a "Bureau of Educational and Cultural. Affairs", headed by an Assistant Secretary,

was established in the U.S. Department of State. The remaining eleven
years were divided in half, thus assigning the years 1961 to 1965
to Period II, and the years 1966 to mid-1971 to Period III.

In

a number of instances, characteristics of books perused and treatments of the pertinent subject matter will be listed, and compara-

10

Enumerations, allusions covering beveral sentences, or discussions shorter than one paragraph were as a rule omitted and were
not taken into account.

Lively discussed '.)y period of publication.
3.

"INTERNATIONAL EDUCAaIONAL ld

"CULTURAL DIPLOMACY":

CULTURAL RELATIONS" (IEC) --

The textbooks, as described and selected,

were to be the source, or rather,
probed for what?

resource to be probed.

1.ur

For evidences and types of content that would

deal with those activities, policies, and purposes and effects
that are subsumed under the term "international educational and
cultural relations" :JEC), or, more briefly, "cultural diplomacy."
Now were.these to be defined?

At the outset, it may be useful to remember with Charles
Frankel that "definitions, precisely because they sharpen and
delimit a subject, can also separate it from its larger context
11

and make of it the prey of vicious abstractions.

Contact bet-

ween human beings, institutions, and programs - and transnational

contact even more so -- is always "mu3'-channel" and "multi-purpose" in nature, involving as it does the complex motivations and
perceptions of diverse human beings.

Vevert! eless, IEC is suffi-

ciently identifia,le as a dimension, mechanism, ot strand in international relationships to permit an enabling articulation.
Such an articulation would emphasize that not all contacts or
transactions of an educational and cultuial nature, occurring
and having impact across national boundaries, should be auto-

matically considered IEC activities, as used in the context of
disciplined discourse and in this study.

Rather, only such IEC

11Charies Frankel, the Ueglected Aspect of Foreign Affairs,
(Washington, D. C., ;he 'Yookings InstituLion, 19G5), p. (M.

12

activities, policies, and effects will :e held pertinent. that
1.

occur under specificed public or private auspices,

2.

are deliberately conducted os part of programs designed

to broaden educational and cultural communications between two
or more societies,
3.

envisage long-range personal, professional, inter-organ-

izational and/or even
4.

broadly "political" impacts,

are transacted by providik access and exposure to the

intellectual and artistic resources of the respective societies,
and
5.

assume that such interchanges will enhance, support, and

more solidly underpin cooperative, appreciative, and Jeneficial
relationships Letween the socieLies and communities involved and
between their pursuits on the world scene.
In terms of specific activities, [CC involves the purposeful
furtherance of (a) exchanges of selected leaders, scholars, scientists, students, and artists, as well as of materials, data, media

programs, or translations, in the hope that they may
skills, knowledge, and

strengthen

expertise, and help develop common concerns

and perspectives among those involved; (b) the establishment and
operation in each other's societies of governmentally-sponsored
cultural and technical centers, libraries, language teaching pro-

grams, endowed professorships, etc., 7 n the expectation that they
will somehow enga,jc the interests, respc,et.: and responsiveness of

telations

persons in the host society. end

(oacen

between the respotive -ourc_fjc-.;

cne c;,i:3,,li,7mme..W. and

operation of schorqs and inotituzions a,,road :frfant 10 serve
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demonstration center:; for methods and pra,ti(es utilized in the
home country, 12 (d) the initiation and development of inter-

organizational professional, religious, intellectual, athletic,
or other links and joint endeavors establishing continuous channels for mutual contact, influence, and collaboration, and (e)
other educational and cultural events, programs, or relationships
that, by their effect, may facilitate the consummation of broad
foreign policy goals including the evolvement of complementary
societies, jointly appreciated values, and predispositions to
mutually supportive international action.

The auspices can be private (foundations, universities, voluntary organizations), public (national governments, international
organizations), or a variety of intermediate forms where the interests and resources of organizations in both categories combine.
Finally, as regards effects sought, they involve (1) on the
personal level, the broadening of human beings and the enhancement of their professional and intellectual-artistic effectiveness
and potential, (2) on the national policy level, the gaining of
friends, of helpful interpreters, and of counterpart organizations
with whom groups and organizations in the home society could ccoperate toward objective
level,

if mutual ber:efit; and (3) on the world

the spread of a common technical, managerial, and intellect-

ual core-competence and of a network of interlinks that could aid
in cushioning crises and in strengthening the bases for an increasing

12The Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia have established in
their capitals special universities for the use of students
from abroad. Similarly, the Oetherlands supports an Institute
of Social Studies, offering instruction in English, end focusing
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interdependence and functional integration.

4.

FORM, CONTENT, AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT:

This Report on the

study will, of course, present the quantitative and qualitative
features of the IEC treatments encountered in international
affairs textbooks, 1945-1971.

Since the findings, however, may

indicate varyingly adequate inclusions or treatments of IEC subject matter, the Report will point to the significance of IEC
operations in actual governmental and intergovernmental practice,
and suggest a possible need for future textbooks on "international
relations", "foreign policy", and "international organization"
to accord appropriate scope and function to IEC--a dimension
without which a contemporary textbook on international affairs
may no longer appear defensible.

The Report will present in Chapter II a quantitative profile
of the findings, deal in Chapter III with qualitative aspects,
and conclude in Chapter IV with a discussion of "implications"
of the study.

Appendix I will reproduce the research instrument; Appendix
II the list of textbooks perused.

12primarily

on the needs of advanced training for students from
developing areas. Although a different model, the American
Universities of Beirut and Cairo have similar functions.

CHAPTER II

THE FINDINGS: QUANTITATIVE

A.

General Profile of IEC Treatments

The Books Perused

I.

As mentioned before, 171 textbooks on "international relations". "foreign policy", and "international organization",
published betv.een 1945 and mid-1971, were selected for analysis.

Chart A, uelow, indicates their distribution among the three
"fields", "types" of books, and "time periods" of publication.

CHART A

How Many Books Were Perused in the Three Fields,
rage Types, and Time Periods?

90,

= Time Period I (1945-1960;
= Time Period II (1961-1965)
= Time Period III (1966-1971)
T = Textbooks

R = Reader
S = Supplementary Treatise

.0404
T

R

Total
171

T
R
S
Internat. Rela.

91

111111400=rn
T
R
S
Foreign Policy

Sav........../.
47

T
R
S
Internat. Organiz.
33

As regards "fields", 91 of the total are books on -international relations", 47 on "foreign policy" and 33 on "international
organization".

Most of the books, by "type', are -texts", (86

of 171), followed by "readers" (67) and by "supplementary treatises" (18).

As regards periods of publication, 43 were published

between 1945 and 1960, 37 between 1961 and 1965, and 91 between
1966 and mid-1971.

While "texts" as a "type" represent the most

numerous category in each field, this does not hold for all time
periods since in Period II, they are joined by "readers".

As

regards the ratio of books on the three fields published within
the three time periods, it appears that, in Period I, the books
published are more balanced in their relative quantity, namely,
18 for "international relations", 13 for "foreign policy", and 12
for ''international organization".

In contrast, Period II exhibits

a widening of the range between the three fields, and Period III
a remarkable increase over all others in the number of books on
"international relations", going from 18 to 21 to 52 in the three
periods.

As regards the "types"of books in each of the three

fields, the relationship between "texts" and "readers' is most
balanced in "international relations" books (41 and 40), and least
balanced in books on "international organization" (21 and 10),

with books on "foreign policy- occupying middle ground (24 and
17) and approximating the overall average between "texts" and
"readers".

II.

Books with IEC Content
Forty-five per cent--or 77

of all books per-

used--contain treatments relating to "international educational

17

and cultural relacions' (IEC) .

1

tage of books with such content:
(I.R., F.P.

,

Table I indicates the percen(a) for the three fields

I.0.) , (b) for the type of book (text, reader,

supplementary treatise), and (c) for the three time periods
(1945-60, 1961-65, 1966-71) within the 27 years encompassed by
publications.

TABLE I

What Is the Number and Percentage of Books Perused,
and of Books with IEC Content by Field,_ Type, and
Time Period?

Books Perused
Number
%

Total
I.R.
F. P.

T. 0.

Texts
Readers

Supplementary Treatises
1945-1960
1961-1965
1966-1971

171

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
300

91
47
33
86
67
18
43
37
91

Books with IEC
Number
77
45.0
32
35.2
28
59.6
17
51.5
66.3
57
16
23.9
A
22.2
31
72.1
13
33

1
7C
.J.J.-

36.'

The data indicate that "texts", books on "foreign policy", and
hooks published during Period I deal with IEC more often than those
in the other two types, fields, or periods.
This is an overall finding.

If one compares the percentages

in the three time periods separately for each field and type of
books, one may note that the pattern indicated by data In Table I
holds for five of the six comparisons.2

Sivilarly, it can be

'This percentage, does not include books thatdeal with IEC
subject matter in less than one paragraph.
2

The overall number of "supplementary treatises" was too small
to yield significant variation over the three time periods.
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noticed that a higher percentage of books on "foreign policy" than
on 'international relations" or "international organization" contains IEC subject matter in each of the three time periods and in
each of the three types of books.

Finally, regardless of field

or time period, "texts" deal with IEC subject matter significantly
more often tuan "readers" or "supplementary treatises".

TABLE II

What Percentage of Books Have IEC Contents by Field
and Time Period, by Type and Time Period, and by
Field and Type?

Suppl.

I.R. F.P. I.O. Total Texts Readers Treat.
0
35.7
61.1 84.6 75.0 72.1 92.9
1945-1960
20.0
37.5
1961-1965
28.6 54.5 20.0 35.1 50.0
11.1
21.1
54.5
1966-1971
28.8 47.8 43.8 36.3
22.2
55.2 59.6 51.5 45.0 66.i
23.9
Total
51.2 83.3 76.2 66.3
Texts
25.0 29.4 10.0 23.9
Readers
22.2
Supplementary Treatises 10.0 50.0 0

The data on which the preceding comparisons of detail are based
are presented in the Table above.

If one goes back to the general data of Table I, one will note
that there is no significant difference in the percentage of books
having IEC content between time period II and III, and between
"readers" and "supplementary treatises".

As regards fields, however,

books on "international organization" deal considerably more often
with IEC subject matter (51.5 %) than those on "international relations" (35.2').

Before concluding the analysis of the frequen,ly of books with
IEC content, a closer look a1 the time dimeTision is appropriate.

Chart B indicates that over the 27 years, the percentage of books
dealing with IEc has in general tended to de-rease.

Moreover,

the most recent years show a particularly sur3den and sharp

CHART B

How Many Books Have, and How Many Do Not Have IEC
Content, by Year of Publication and by Field?
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decline in the frequer-.y of IEC treatments.

This de,Ilin?. begins

for books on -international relations' and "international organization' after 1963, and for those on "foreign pclicy" largely
after 1967.

The shrinkage of IEC subje-:t matter in _ollege text-

books is most pronounced in those published in the most recent
one and a half years:

of 27 books published ir 1,970 and by

mid-1971, only four, that is less than 15A deal with IEC at
In comparison, of the 43 hooks published bc: :ween 1945 and

all.

1950, thirty-one, or over 72%. deal with

subje-T. matter.

It

is somewhat striking that the decline in the pementage of books
having treatments oi
the same time F:s

th,;,

si.:bject matter begins approximately at
or s31.h books begins

rapidly to inereE.se.'

3

The average annual nuMbPr of books ir thr,
before 1963 wzis three, lerween 1964 and 1D7,I i'
Another fourteer books wr-re published in 1.L el:
1971.

i ields
T :as

tjin,, half of
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Extent of the ILX: Tree:ment

III.

Table III, below, indicates what percentage of total space
in the books perused deals on the average with P2C subject matter.

TABLE III

What Average Percentage of Space is Devoted to IEC
(a) in all Books Perused, by Field and Time Period,
and (b) in Books with Three or Pore Editions, Iry

Field?

All
Boole=

1945-196C

I.R.
.S8

19:)1-1965

.7.,

1.E6-1q71

.'.'P

1.94S-.r71

.

Rooks vdth ''; "r Mere rdirions

-1
,_

.,-6

e
,..p .

1.57
.95
.55
.93
.24

T.O.
.64

Total I
1.0

.11

.72

.35
.42
.95

.36
.61
cc
.,,

The averages for the various sub "at c-gcrires as well as for the

total were cal eJlated on the basis of all 172 books perused.

averages therefore do not suggest a

These

'typieal" average length of

IEC treatments, sirr:e the in-Ausion of 94 books having no IEC f.on-

tent lowers the per

-onsiderably.

Despite this, it- seems

that the thus obtained overall average of slightly more than one

half of one percent (0.61; indicates a ery low awareness of, or
rank of importanee that the books attribute to the subjeet matter
of ''international educational and cultural relations."

A comparison between the three fields and time periods of
publication yields findings that are consistent with the preceding
section:

the per':entage average of IEC treatments is in each period

significantly higher in books on 'foreign poliey", and the overall
percentages decrease over time from 1.0X in Period I and n.72%
in Period II to 0.:.6

in Period III.

i
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In addition, the figures in TablaIII indicate that, despite no

significant differenf.e between the percentage of books having
4

IEC' content in Periods II and III,

t e average percentage of

pages devoted to TEO. shrinks in Period III by half.

This means

that those books that deal with IEC must have devoted considerably
less text space to i7 in Period III than before.

A comparison

of data in Tables I and III further indicates that the average
relative length of IEC treatments in books or "international
organization" is ,onsiderably lower than that in the two other
fields.

Evidenoe for tnis finding can also be found in Table IV

below.

The interest of this stvdy atta,Ales, of .:oqrse, not only

to the IEC treatments as suoh, but also to t7Yeir -lommunicative
impact on college students and teachers.

Therefore, the question

was asked whether those textbooks that had been most "successful",

as indicated by "fa%ulty-adoptions" and their re-ord of "re-publication" in multiple editions, differed in any significant way fror:.
other books, insofar as their 1Er coverage was concerned.

Assuming

that these books could, in a sense, be viewed as the "standard
textbooks" in their respective fields, the eighteen books--9 of them
I.R., 4 F.P., and 5 I.1:%--which had been re-published in three or

more editions, were separately considered.
that, as regards

Table III indicates

treatment, they do not display any great differ-

ence (0.55%) in '- ompari.son with the total of all books 0.612,,).J

4

See Table I.

5However, a ,:ompaison of multiple-editions books and the total
within each field yields considerable differen es for F. P. and I.G.,
but these differen.:es are Pot meanirgful sir,:e only 4 and ", books

respectively are involved.

IV.

Relative Length of ICC Treatments

Table IV indicates that the 77 out of a total of 171 books

that contain any IEC treatments, devote to IEC subject matter most oftez
less than half of one per cent of their total space.

In fact,

more than two thirds of all IEC treatments (71.7%) cover less
than one-and-a-half per cent of their respentive bookspace.

Only

thirteen per cent of all IEC books devote more than three per cent
of their space to IEC subject matter.

If the three fields are

compared with each other, it will be not':-Jed that IEC treatments in

books on
fields.

foreign policy' tend to be longer than those in other

The relatively shortest treatments our in books on

"international organization" where only abOut eighteen per cent
of these books devote more than one-and-a-half per cent of their
space to IEC.

This finding is somewhat surprising since, in the

"international organization

field, all ureatmA,nts of U!JESCO were

coded and counted in their entirety as IEC treatments.

Had an

attempt been made to "count" IEC subjer:t matter by the criteria

used elsewhere, the percentage would have been mu-h lower still.
As regards possible charges during the three time periods, there
is a slight increase in the length of T.EC treatments in Period II,

which then is followed by a sharp decline in Period III.

TABLE IV
What Percentage of IEC Books Perused devote what Percentage of their Spa':e to IEC, by Field and Time Period?

Less than 0.57 0.5-1.5% 1.5-3% Korp than 3% Sum Average V
I.R.
P.P.
T.O.

Total
1945-1960
1961-1965
1966-1971

43.8
39...;

47.0
42.8
35.5
23.1
57.6

25.0
32.1
.i5.3

29.9
32.7

46.1
21.2

18.7
10.7
11.8
14.3
19.3
7.7
12.1

12.5
17.9
5.9
li.0
12.9
23.1

91

100
1100
1100
1

100

1.4
1.6

.2
1.3
1.4

1100

linn

2.0
1
_. 0
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V.

Form of Treatment of IEC

So far, only purely quantitative indi ators have been cited
to indicate the frequen'y and extent of treatments devoted to
"international educational and cultural relations."

But fre-

quency of treatment and quantity of pages are not the only
appropriate measures.

Of equal significance is the organizational

"form" or distinctiveness in whi.-h IEC--as a fa t:-)r. dimension,
component, or operatii.,n--is presented.

An author who devotes a

separate chapter or s==:-tion vo IFS'reg,Irdless of how many pages
he may use--,!ommuni.!,ats Thereby a .:on:eptual and operational

importance of the subje=t matter that ex'eeds that of another
author who may write several pages withaut f;:rTally identifying
the topic by a heading.
About 80'- of all books prsented at: least r,ne of their IEC

treatments in a separate and identified formal unit, the majority
in the form of i

se tf:n oz sub-section of a -.hapter.

receives most formally separated treatments
policy".

Again, IEc

books on "foreign

On the other liano. books on "f:t=.-rn=,.1.ional orqcnization"

contain the highest
treatments.

p..>r.,,:nt:age of formal21 nGt separatad

B.

I.

GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RC TREATMENTS

IEC in the Context of the Field

Looking at the 77 out of 171 books that had any treatment of
IEC subject matter, the next question was: in which way is an IEC
treatment related to the rest of a book's content and design?
How is the subject matter of "international educational and cultural relations" integrated into the broader context of the field
of "international relations", "foreign policy", or "international
organization?"

To permit the question to be answered in a compar-

ative manner, four categories were developed into which TEC treatments could be classified.

The categories were:

1

IEC is treated as a separate but functionally integrated dimension of its respective field, that is, as
in its
a topic or dimension of international of
own right, as well as in its functional relation to
the field of $cudy.

2

lEC is conceived primarily as an instrument or aspect
within some other broader category or operation in the
respective field. This would include instances where
IEC is presented as part of "propaganda" or "ideology",
or as a technique producing "international understanding".
In order that an author's IEC treatment be classified
in this category, the TEC subject matter had to be presented in a relatively explicit way, well beyond a mere
discursive statc:w.nt contained in a fugitive paragraph.

3

TEC, while relatively explicit in presentation, is not
clearly integrated into the field of the book, and is
presented either without a connecting ,::omment or in a
Subsumed in
context which seems somewhat haphazard.
this category are TEC treatments which are only loosely
connected with the rest of the field and appear under
vague chapter headings such as "Inforvol International
Relations", "rorTs of Transnational Participation", etc.
that connen.t
In fact, it ma/ he these "headings"
the 'Ur treament. with the "field" a5 such.

4

Finally, Tr(' if: presented in a form which r:onsi:,ts es-

sentialii of ei7her an enumeration (...f activities and/or
programs and/or st.,fre organizations involved, or as an epsentially brief and discursive c.:Atewenr on thc subject
matter of TEC. whether it covers o, ey,_eeda one paragraph
in length.
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`TABLE V

What Percentage of IEC Books Relates IEC in
Specified Ways to the Field of I.R., P.P.,
or I.0.?

I.R.

15.6
IEC is Major Functional Dimension
IEC is Component of Other Dimension 40.6
18.8
IEC's Context Not Specified
Discursive or Enumerative Treatment 25.0
100.0
Sum

P.P.

7.1
42.9
10.7
39.3
100.0

I.O.

Total

11.8
5.9
23.5
58.8
100.0

11.7
33.8
16.9
37.6
100.0

if we now turn to the findings presented in Table V, we note
that the fourth category is the most frequent in incidence, comprising as it does slightly more than one third of all IEC treat-

It is closely followedalmost exactly one third in the

ments.

frequency of incidence -by the second category which presents IEC
as an instrumental part of a major topic in the overall field. The
bulk of IEC treatments covered by this category appear in chapters
on "information", "propaganda", "psychologiral warfare', etc., and
to a lesser degree in chapters on "peace and international understanding" within the meaning of UNESCO's philosophy.

Remarkable is the very low percentage of separate, but functionally integrated treatments that present IEC as a topic or

dimension of the ovemll field itself.

Only nine books In the

three fields qualify

Comparing the three fields,

this ,-:ategory.

it is striking that tae fourth category in books on "international
organization' covers more than half of the

treatments.

This

represents in most instan_es a merely ?numerative treatment of
UNESCO (S8.8%).

As regards the integration of IE(' subject matter

in the broader field, "international relations' books rank
highest,

with the second category clearly dominant in frequen-y

(40.6%). In books on "foreign poli,;y", the se ;: rd category also

dominates (42.9%).

II.

Aspect of ICC t*alt with in the ;looks

Another dimension in the assessment of treatments in the 77
books dealing with IEC involves the scope of content covered in
the presentation of IEC subject matter.

The preceding section

focused on the external location and form of the treatment.
This section will deal with internal aspects. 'Six dimensions of
ICC

They carry the implication

subject matter were identified.

that c full-fledged presentation of "international educational and
.

cultural relations" would cover each of them.

They are:

One, irc activities and programs;
Two, the organizations involved in planning, sponsoring,
or implementing ICC programs or activities;
Three, ICC's purposes;

Four, the aspects ,Ahich IEC have had or may exert on individuals, groups, nations, and/or the international system;

Five, references to, or utilization of eMpirical research
on such effects; and
Six, the historical development and forms of international
educational and cultural relations and programs.
The findings are shown in Table VI.

The entries in this Table

represent treatments of rather heterogeneous quality.

These include

both brief references to the six aspecta listed as well as extensive discussions.

7.'huF,, an author who only mentions the or-

ganizational set-up of uri7;cr, in his ICC treatment would be en-

tered in this category in the same way as an author who presents
a three page systematic account of various types of "organizations"
dealing with ICC.

It has to be noted further that the Table con-

tains more than one entry for most of the books.

TABLE VI

What Percentage of IEC nooks Cover Specified
Aspects of IEC, by Field?

Activities
Organizations
Purposes
Postulated Effects
Empirical Research on Effects
History

I.R.

F.P.

I.O.

75.0
68.8
21.9
34.4
12.5
3.1

71.4
85.7
28.6
53.6
3.6
21.4

82.4
88.2
70.6
29.4

The figures in Table VI show that only

Total
75.3
79.2
35.1
40.3
6.5
18.2

0

41.2

organizations' and

%ctivities" are dealt with in the majority of the IEC treatments
(79.2% and 75.3;, respeAively), and That only a very low percen-

tage of IEC books (6.5%) refers to empiriai research about effects.
One book dealt ex;-ensively with the fa':tors a,,ounting for the

growth of IEC, a category which does not appear in Table VI.

6

It

is striking that books on -international organization' are, on
the average, strongest in presenting enumerative or factual aspects,
that is activities, organizations, pur:)oses and history, whereas

they are weakest in presenting analytical aspe,As, that is, postulated effer:ts and referenw.es to empirical research.

policy

Foreign

books are on the whole stronger in th..: above aspects

than books on international relations.

The latter, however, con-

stitute in one respect an exception sin-:.e they -over empirical

research more often than other fields (12.5%).

These references

to empirical research tend to be -oncentrated in books ,lharacterized
by a behavioral intcrest or orientation.
berg, 1967; Klineberg, 1966; etc..)

6

See Book No. 132, Appendix II.

(Kelman, 1966; Kries-
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Functions of the Overall Field in Terms of which IEC
Is Presented

III.

A third dimension investigated in the assessment of the 77
books dealing with ICC were the functions attributed by the
authors to international educational and cultural relations. The
question here is:

in terms of what instrumental role do the

authors conceive of IEC within the broader field?

Five major

categories were specified:
1.

National prestige, political influence, and the
power of the nation state;

2.

Transnational linkages, cooperation, interdependence, and degrees of integration;

3.

Societe] change, especially with regard to
modernization, organization, and stability;

4.

Peace and international understanding in
accord with the philosophy of UNESCO's constitution;7 and

5.

Impact on the individual attitudes of persons
directly or indirectly participating in IEC.

TABLE VII
What Percentage of IEC Books Relates to Specified
Functions in the ricld of I.R.. P.P., or I.0.?

Politics, Ideology, Propaganda
International Links and Cooperation
Societal Change and Development
International Understanding
Individual Attitude Change
Function Not Identified

7

I.R.

P.P.

I.O.

62.5
28.1
3.1
53.1

71.4
17.9
10.7
3.6

0

9.4
0

0

7.1

35.3
5.9
64.7
0

11.8

Total
51.9
26.0
6.5
37.6
3.9
5.2

C4:tegories 2 and 4 were in many instances phrased or presented
in such a manner that a differentiation between bilateral or systemic
articulations was hard to draw.
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The findinjt are presented in the '''a: Jo abov(1.

It should

be noted that this Table, as the preceding one, contains multiple
entries for one and the s,..ne book, that is (a) that the same book

may contain more than one IEC treatment and present it in different contexts, or (b) that a single treatment may consider "inter-

national educational and cultural relations" from several different angles.

Relatively complete IEC treatments would cover in one

unit all categories.

Simpler IEC treatments might not refer to

any functions.

The figures in Table VII indicate that ICC is most frequently
presented in terms of "political influence, power, and propaganda"
(51.9%).

Also relatively frequent is the connection with "peace

and international understanding" (37.6%), as well as with "international linkages, cooperation, and integration" (26.0%).

The

other four categories appear only in very few books.

Books on "international relations' appear most balanced as
regards the range of functions in terms of which IEC is presented.
Books on "foreign policy" concentrate heavily on
and influence".

"political power

'.'ooks on "international organization" form the

counterweight to the concentration by "foreign policy" books on
the political aspect, since they place a dominant emphasis on
"international understanding" (64.72;) and on "international links"

(35.3,). Significantly, however, this is accompanied by a disregard of a political perspective.

C.
I.

(a)

0CPOflENTS OF IEC TREATEENT

Purposes and Effects
Purposes

Attention can now turn to the specifics that, together, corn
pose the IEC treatments.

The first topic here is closely related

to the one concluding the preceding section.

The question is:

what specific purposes do the authors identify as animating or justi-

fying 'international educational and cultural relations?

This

does not mean that the authors necessarily advocate such purposes
themselves, but only that they restate the purposes of those who
plan and implement ICC.

A set of categories was developed to aid

in cataloguing the purposes mentioned.

The entries in the Table

below include short enumerations, quotations from official statements, explicit discussions, or inferences drawn from the context
of the respective ICC treatment.
TABLE VIII

What Percentage of IEC Books Refer to Specified
Purposes of IEC Programs, by Field?
I.R.

Individual Growth
0
vidual
0
Career Choices
Building Favorable Political Attitudes
53.2
"Counter-Propaganda"
18.7
0
Trade
and
Tourism
State and
National
Prestige
3.1
National
Cultural
Influence
3.1
Interest
0
Knowledge Abont Own Nation
National Competence
6.3
Links with Pational Minorities Abroad
0
Assistance Aid to Development
3.1
to Other
Nations
Aid to Self-Governance of Other Countries 0
International Links and Cooperation
15.6
Mutual
Indi-

Interests

Peace

Friendship and Mutual Understandinc
Growth
in Knowledge and Art
World -Wide
Global
Standard of Living
Interests
Promotion
of Human Rights
of Mankind
World Community
Others
None

31.3
37.S
15.6

P.P.
0
0

53.4
21.5
'4.5

17.8
17.8
21.5
10.7
0
1

. 3

0

17.8
3.5
25.0
3.5

I.O.

Total

0

0
0
41.

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
n
0
0
0

23.5
52.9
52.9
52.9

15.5
1.3
7.8
7.2
7.8
r_t
(s

(7-4

0

18.2
26.('

c1.8

30.4
19.,
3.3
S.1
2.7
1.3

677177--9.7

1.S.S

0

6.3
0
0

(1

0
0
0

5.8
11.8
11.8
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Almost eighty-five per cent of bools having IEC content reThe most frequent-

ter in one way or another to "purposes" of IEC.

ly mentioned categories are "building favorable political attitudes"
(41.5%), "friendship and mutual understanding" (36.4%) and "peace"
(26%).

Other purposes tend to be mentioned more sporadically,
Books on "international relations" refer to

and some not at all.

purposes of IEC most frequently (93.7).

The spectrum of purposes

tends to be most evenly covered in books on "foreign policy".

In

both "foreign policy" and "international relations" books, the
"building of favorable political attitudes" is the clearly dominant category of "purpose".

Looks on "international organization",

on the other hand, concentrate very largely on "peace", "understanding",1growth of knowledge and art" as IEC purposes -

not too sur

prisingly since they were essentially coded from UNESCO treatments.
It seemed of interest to find whether and how the emphases with
respect to purpose

changed over time. Thus the data for the five

major categories into which the various specific purposes were
combined were compared for the three time periods.

The results

are shown in Table IX.

TABLE IX

What Percentage of IEC Rooks Refer to Major-Purpose
Categories of ICC Programs, by Time-Periods?

1945-1960 1961-1965 1966-1971 194',-J9i:

Individual Development
National Interest
Assistance to Other Nations
Mutual Interests
Vbrld-Wide Interests of Mankind

0
48.4
0

74.2
35.5

0

9.2
15.4
53.8
7.7

0
45.

9.1
39.4

15.2

P
50.F,

6.5
55.8
22.1

1

Again, the two foci which were noted in the preceding co
Tables become evident:

"international educational and cultural

relations" are conceived of predominantly (a) in terms cf national
interest and power", and (b) in terms of "mutual interests", that
is, peace, understanding, cooperation, etc.

A significant finding is that the dimension "mutual interests" is referred to much less often in later years, - 74.7
to 53.8% to 39.4% - while authors' references to "national
interest" as a "purpose'. do not decrease between Period I and
III (48.4%, 69.2%, 45.5%).

Thus between 1945 and 1960, "mut-

ual interests" constituted the clear.Ly dominant "purpose" of

IEC, whereas between 1966 and 1971, "national interests" were

dominant. A similar decline as with mutual interests" can be
observed with respect to "world-wide interests of mankind" (35.5%
to 15.2%), that is, growth of knowledge, furtherance of the
arts, respect for human rights, etc.

Together, these figures

point to a clear trend toward increasing emphasis on "national
political", and away from "mankind-oriented" considerations.

(b) Effects

Similar to the way used in tabulating "purposes", the
"effects" attributed by authors to IEC were examined. The
same categories were utilized as for "purposes". But whereas
"purposes" could be formulated in terms of positive objectives
only, "effects" permit both positive and negative results and
therefore had to be conceived accordingly.
Thus, a reference by all author to an effect of ID_ may

mean any of the following:

that the author attributes this

3,1

effect to IEC, that he regards it as a possi5le effect, that he
denies the effect, or even that he attributes the opposite effect to IEC.

An author's statement, for example, that inadequate

IEC activities have no effect or that they even damaged a country's
position would be entered under the category "political attitudes
toward a country."

Again, the Table below contains qualitatively

heterogeneous entries, ranging from fugitive brief treatments to
penetrating discussions.

TABLE X
What Percentage of IEC Books Refers to Specified
Effects of IEC, by Field?

I.R.

F.P.

Effects on individual Attitude Change
15.6
Indi vi0
Individual Career Choices
0
duals
individu0. Status
34.4
Political Attitudes Toward a Country
3.1
Countering Opponent's Propaganda
0
Trade and Tourism
Effects on National Prestige
3.1
States or Cultural Influence
9.4
Nations
9.4
Knowledge About Another Nation
Maintain Links with National Minorities Abroad 0
National Competence and Development
3.1
Capability for Self-Governance
3.1
12.5
International
Links
and
Cooperation
Mutual
Peace
28.2
Effects
28.2
Friendship and Mutual Understanding
Effects on Growth in Knowledge and Art
6.3
World-Wide Global Standard of Living
0
Interests
0
Effect on Human Rights
of Mankind Vtorld Community
3.1
Others
6.3
None
21.9

7.2
0

3.5

43.0
3.5
0

7.2
7.2
10.7
3.5
10.7
0

3.5
7.2
17.8
0
0
0

3.5
7.2
17.8

If we now look at the findings in Table X, it is striking
that substantially fewer books have references to "effects'
than to -purposes" of IEC.

In the field of ''international

organization", as many as 70% of IEC books do not then' for any

LG. Tnral
0
0
r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.1
0
1.7.

7,0.0

2.7
0

4.0
6.4
7.8
1.3
1
.Jc .

...

1:

1.7,

0

6.4
19.5
90.9
4.0

23.5
11.8
5.8
0
0
5.8
n

70.5

0
0
4.0 '

,

c..1

31.1

effects at all.

(This may be due largely to the content of the

IEC treatments in these books which most often deal with UNESCO
as an organization).
most often.

"Foreign policy" books mention -effects"

Looking at such "effects" as are mentioned, one dis-

covers again the familiar two foci of, on the one hand "propaganda"
("public political attitudes toward a country")(30%), and, on theother,

"international understanding" and "peace" '70.9'1 and 19.5Th A
comparison among the different fields shows results that are similar to those noted under "purposes":

in "foreign policy" books,

the propaganda aspect dominates (43%), whereas in those few "international organization" books that deal at all with "effects"
of IEC, "peace", and "international understanding" rank

(23.S% and 11.8).

highest

:ooks on " international relations" are chara-

cterized by a more even percentage range

with regard to "effects"

mentioned.
II.

Organizational Set-ups
The next query relates to the treatment accorded "organizat-

ions" involved in ti

'.ginning, administration or sponsorship of

IEC programs.

TABLE XI

What Percentage of IEC Books Refers to
Categories of IEC-Related Organizations,
by Field?

Governmental
Private
Governmental-Private
International

I .R.

F.P.

40.7
18.8
3.1
50.1

89.3
14.3

7.2
17.8

1.0.
0
0
0

100.0

Total
49.3
12.9
4.0
49.3
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The Table above shows how many IEC books refer to major kinds
er EEC-related organizations.

About half of ali such books mention

either "governmental" or "internacional organizations" (primarily
UNESCO), or both, whereas only about 13",; of all IEC books refer

to private IEC organizations.

Reflecting their field, "internat-

ional organization" books focus exclusively on international
organizations, whereas the emphasis in "foreign policy" books is
on national governmental organizations and agencies (89.3?0.
;:ooks on "internacional relations" cover both types of organizat8

ions approximately equally often.

Of the specific organizations mentioned, the following are
referred to most frequently:

UNESCO (52.4-), cultural centers

and libraries abroad (35.1';), USIA (32.4;), IEC segment in the
Department of State (24. 7.:), and the Peace (orps (15.5%).

All

other organizations are mentioned only infrequently, chat is in
fewer than fifteen per cent of all IEC books.

However, almost

all IEr books (93.6n refer to some organization(s).

III.

Legislative Acts

In a further step, it seemed of interest to know how many
books referred to those U. S. Legislative Acts and the programs
resulting from them, that have been most influential in promoting international educational and cultural relationships:
Fulbright, Smith-Mundt, and Fulbright-Jays Acts.

the

Statistical

analysis shows that somewhat less than a quarter of all ICS books

8

Data compiled from questaun 31, Appendix I are
with these findings.

consistent
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refer to any of these Acts.

Moreover, 'he number of such refevcli,es

decreases significantly over the years - from about
to fewer than 13% of books in Period III.

in Period

"Foreign policy" books

refer to the Acts more frequently than books on "international
relations", regardless which time period is considered, whereas
books on "international organization" contain no reference to
the Acts at all.

*IV.

Exchange of Persons

The next specific data to be considered are the various categories
of persons which participate in IEC exchanges.

The entries in

Table XII again encompass heterogeneous treatments ranging from
mere enumerations or illustrative examples to reports on empirical investigations of particular categories of exchange es.

TABLE XII

What Percentage of IEC Books Refers to Specified
Categories of Persons Participating in IEC
Exchanges, by Field?

Athletes
Businessmen
Officers of organizations
Leaders
Politicians or Parliamentarians
Military
Authors
Journalists
Artists
Professionals and Specialists
Research Scientists
Professors
Teachers
Students
Trainees
Volunteers (f.ex., Peace Corps)
Missionaries
Tourists
Others
None

I.R.

P.P.

I. 0.

9.4
12.5
3.1
18.8
6.3
6.3

10.7
0
10.7
17.8

0
0
0

3.1
6.3
25.0
21.9
21.9
46.9
21.9
71.9
6.3
9.4
6.3
21.9
9.4
25.0

0

3.5
3.5
10.7
35.8
21.5
25.0
35.8
21.5
57.1
3.5
17.8
0

1C.7
3.5
10.7

11.8
0
0
0
0

17.7
0

5.8
5.8
0

5.8
0

5.8
0
0

5.8

64.6

Total
7.8

5.1
5.1
16.9
2.7
4.0
2.7
6.4
27.3
16.9
19.5
33.8
]6.9
52.0

4.0
11.8
2.7
12.9
6.4
28.4
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More than seventy per cent of the IEC books refer to exchanges of persons.

The most frequent reference appears in

"foreign policy" books (89.3%), whereas this aspect of IEC is
treated 3east often in books on "international organization". (35.4

In comparing the different categories of exchanges mentioned, only
students and professors, and less often artists are referred to
with any sigoificant frequency.

V.

Other IEC Activities and Programs
In addition to exchanges of persons, IEC books mention ex-

changes or transfers of materials as well as such TEC events as
international cultural contests, conferences, exhibitions or
work-camps.

TABLE XIII

What Percentage of IEC Books Refers to Specified
IEC-Related Materials and Translations, by Field?

Art Items
Printed Publications

Audiudsual
Exhibi-.s

Scientific Materials
Educational Materials
Translations
Others
None

I.R.

P.P.

21.9
71.9
65.7
18.8
15.6
3.1
15.6

21.5
60.8
53.4
14.3
14.3
10.7
21.5
3.5
35.8

0

6.3

I.O.
5.8

Total

41.2
23.5
11.8
11.8

61.1

0

17.7
0

52.9

18.2
52.0
15.5
14.2
5.1
18.2
1.3
33.8

Table XIII shows how many books refer to the transfer of
various types of cultural materials.

About one third of all IEC

books do not mention this aspect at all and only the transfer of

9

Percentages constructed by deducting from 100% the percentage
of books containing no reference to persons exchanged.

9
.
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hooks, magazines, films, radio and TV programs is referred to with

some frequency. The references to "printed materials" and "audiovisuals" is probably due to the tendency referred
to earlier to fuse
IEC treatments with discussions of information activities
and propaganda in which, of course, such materials play
an important role.

As regards organized IEC events, about three quarters of
all books do
not refer to them at all and only "international conferences"
are
mentioned by more than ten percent of the IPA'. books.
VI.

References to Foreign IEC Programs
Another matter of interest was whether authors, when dealing

with "international educational and cultural relations",
refer
also to other countries' IEC programs, or whether they
mention
only the United States.

Twenty out of the seventy-seven books

that have IEC content did refer to some aspect of IEC
programs of
other countries--mostly Great Britain, France, the
Soviet Union and
China.

Most of these references occurred in books on "international

relations", followed by those on "foreign policy."

It should be

noticed, however, that insofar as specific national programs
are concerned, about half of all IEC-books mention neither
programs of the
United States, nor those of other countries.
VII.

References to Specialized IEC Literature
Did the authors' treatment of IEC refer to specialized
IEC

literature?

Thirteen well-known monographs on "international educa-

tional and cultural relations" were identified.

To this list were

added two treatises on UNESCO. 10
The finding was that only twenty-one out of
170 books referred

to any one of these fifteen books in their
text, bibliography,

10
-Elea :`;;,C=._,,S PIP____(;);
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or footnotes.

11

Only nine books referred to two or more of the

IEC or UNESCO monographs, although in terms of the time when they
were published, 137 books could have done so.

Books on "inter-

national organization" referred to the IEC and/or UNESCO monographs
least frequently.
difference.

The other two fields exhibit no significant

In interpreting these findings, one should take into

account that some books mention other items of literature on IEC
and UNESCO than those included among the fifteen monographs.
These are mainly articles in periodicals or "readers".

Still,

even if one were to include such items, the authors' frequency
of references to specialized literature on "international educational and cultural relations" has to be viewed as extremely low.

VIII.

UNESCO
The study asked three indicator questions regarding UNESCO:

did the books refer to (a) UNESCO's Preamble, (b) a National Commission for UNESCO, and (c) any IEC-type UNESCO activities, and,
if so, which?
As could be expected, books on "international organization"
devote more frequently attention to UNESCO than those on "international relations" or on "foreign policy."

The latter refer to

it least often.

TABLE XIV

What Percentage of the Total of 171 Books (a) Refers to UNESCO
in an IEC Context, and (b) Does So in a Unit With a Headinct?

Total References in IEC-Context
Identi1945-1960
fied
1961-1965
Treat1966-1971
ments
Total

11One

I.R.

F.P.

I.O.

25.3
16.7
9.5
9.6
11.0

19.1
15.4

48.5

Total
28.1

58.3

28.0

0
0

4.3

0

12.5
27.3

5.4
7.7
12.3

book was published prior to the,'.,6earance of the

As can be seen from the Table above, only somewhat more tnan
a quarter of all textbooks contain a treatment of, or reference
As regards periods ot pub-

in an TEC context to Ul;ESCO '28.1';).

lication, most treatments appear in books published before 1961.
The subsequent periods document a marked decline (28

in Period

to 7.7% in Period III).

UNESCO's Preamble was cited in whole or in part in about a
fifth of all books.

Such citations, too, experience a dramatic

decline from 41.9': in Period I to 9.8; in Period [II.

Pational

Commissions for UNESCO were referred to in less chan ten percent
of all books.

That percentage, too, declines over time.

the following of WESr.O's TEC-type activities are must often
mentioned:

support and sponsorship of international institutes and

scientific centers, exchange

of persons and materials, support

for international piofessional associations, publication of
scientific findings and journals, and the organization of international conferences and seminars.

71mong the non-specifically

IEC-type activities, treatments refer 7.o educational programs
and surveys, copyright ,:onvencions, studies c

inuernational ten-

sions and prejuaice, the revision of textbook, and the campaign
against world illiteracy.

gable vr indicated cnat books on "international organization"
tended to focus much more on the hiscoty, or

activities,

and the purpoccs than on the effects dnd functions of international organizations.

This holds true for VEKO treatments, too. with

several excepLions, the role of UlIESr0

to "peace" i3 muted or

a puiposeful contributor

expressed by a quoA,e from dle Preamtde.

Where the question of Lh relationship is specifically raised.
the answers are cautious or even negative.
D.

12

Summary

1.

Less than half of all books deal with TEC. (Table I).

2.

The frequency and the relative length of TEC treatments deThis tendency is particularly pronounced

creases over time.

if the most recent years are compared with the period before
1961.
3

(Tables I,

II, III, Chart

7ooks on "foreign policy" deal more frequently with IEC than
books on "international relations" or "international organization".

4.

(Tables I, IT).

"Texts" deal more frequently with TEC than "readers" or "supplementary treatises". (Tables I, II).

5

Most IEC treatments are presented in formal units, that is,
in sections or sub-sections and chapters.

6.

Most IEC treatments cover less than 1 1/2": of the text space
in their respective books.

7.

'.*2able

TEC treatments in books on "in:ernat:ional organization" are

considerably shorter and more dis-ursive than those in books
on "international relations" or "foreign policy!). (Tables IV, V)
8

IEC treatments tend co focus on one of two major functional
orientations, namely on (a) political influence and propaganda,
and on (b) international understanding, cooperation, and peace,
(Tables VII, VIII, TX, X).

9.

Most IEC treatments refer to governmental and international
organizations.

Only 13% refer Lo private organizations involved

in IEC. (Table XI).

12

See No. 55, p. 501.

10.

The Fulbright, Smith-:4undt, and Fur,right-:iays Acts are men-

tioned only infrequently and, with time, decreasingly often.

11. IEC-treatments refer significantly only to exchanges of students, professors, and artists, and to printed and audiovisual
materials.
12.

(Tables XII, XIII).

Only a small percentage of all books deals with MESCO in
a formally identified unit. 'Table XT')

CHAPTER III
T E FINDINGS:

QUALITATIVE

The preceding chapter offered a longitudinal quantitative
portrait of the textbooks perused, by field, type of book, and
periods of publication.

A number of characteristics emerged which

were presented in summary form at the end of the chapter.
There are advantages to such an analysis.
reveals

It yields macrodata,

possibly unperceived trends, and conjoins an assemblage of

volumes by diverse writers into a unit of analysis--producing

findings whia can have elucidative value.
On the otner hand, such analyses algo have their limitations.
First, they present characteristics only of the particular

group of books perused and not necessarily of a "field" as such.
The criteria ;guiding the selection of books for this project were
made explicit.

They possess no virtue of their own.

Other criteria

and different judgments could have produced a list that might have
yielded somewhat divergent results.

Second, in searching tiese books for their treatment of one
specific dimension, such analyses imply that tfe books investigated
have generic unity in scope and orientation.

Such unity is only

in part present.

Third, in focusing on one dimension alone, they tend unwittingly
to make its coverage the toucnstone of the -adequacy" of a book.
however

convinced this writer may be of the relevance of IEC for
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d c,

the study and practice of international affairs, he claims beyond

his own conception no self-evident validity for that view.

Some

textbooks may contain nothing on IEC, and yet, conceivably, may
communicate their "field" more helpfully than other books that

may devote thought and space to IEC as part of their subject matter.
"Quality" accrues from a combination of conception, organization,

content, and style--and certainly not from any one feature alone.
Finally, such analyses "de-individualize" the books perused
which, especially in the case of "texts", is untoward.

Anyone

who has written a "text" on a field of "international affairs"
knows that the definition of that field, its structuring, the
description of the environment and processes, and the formulation
of the goals-means nexus seldom involve merely the formulation of
standard subject matter.

It is exactly the somewhat individual

way in which an author organizes and portrays the field that leads
to a book's selection for class use and its assignment as a 'reading".

The above limitations are conceded and were considered in
the decision to make the longitudinal study.

It was believed, on

balance, that, with a more qualitative analysis, the two together
would yield helpful and mutually supplementary results.
It is now time to turn to the books themselves, not in terms

of how much space they devote to IEC, or in what quantifiable
context their treatment appears, but in terms of what in fact they
say, how they express it, and what the things said about IEC communicate to the reader.

Obviously, it is not feasible to discuss the 77 books that
contain IEC treatments individually.

To mirror the many character-
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izing approaches utilized in the IEC presentations, an overall
approach-scheme wa- articulated within

which, it is believed, the

qualitative aspects of IEC treatments can be relevantly presented.
In each of the approaches, a general characterization will define
the mode of portrayal.

This will be followed by indiwidual formu-

lations or points raised, designed to convey the "flavor" of some
authors' comment.

In four instances, (in the last approach), somewhat more detailed presentations of the positions of specified authors will
be attelepted.

The complexity of the last: approaci. and the signi-

ficance of the statements commend this procedure:.

Finally, the qualitative features of the TEC treatments contained in the textbooks studies will be brought together

at the

end of this chapter.
X

Before we proceed, two reminders are in order.

First, it should be remembered that only 77 out of 171 books45 per cent--devoted a paragraph or more to IEC, and that 94 textbooks
had no specific IEC content.

This does not mean that some sections

or chapters in the books--some even bearing such pertinent headings as
"The Flow of Ideas" and "The Plow of People" --could not have fittingly discussed IEC within them.

Nevertheless, they did not.

Second, it should be noted that the books studied are textbooks
on international relations, foreign policy, and international organization--fields that, as noted in the Introduction, are predominatly
perceived as sub-areas of political science.
With the exception of two sociologists, two socia3 psychologists,
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and two professors of law, the remaining 165 textbooks were written by political scientists for use most likely in political science
curricula.

This is pertinent for any assessment of these books'

treatment of IEC.

For it means that, despite wide ranges of indi-

vidual difference, the core foci of the authors' attention have tended to be the objectives, instruments, programs, and actions of governmental organs and agencies, and their pursuit of political power,
security, influence, national advantage, and peace.

To a large

extent thus, political power, the objectives and conditions for
its utilization, and the instruments available loom large as themes
of concern.

In textbooks on international affairs, of course, the concerns apply to the international arena, to the relationships among
nations, and to the institutional techniques and resources through
which conflictual and cooperative relationships are typically transacted.

Since "cultural diplomacy"--"international educational and

cultural relations"--is a relatively new realm of governmentally
and intergovernmentally sponsored activities, various authors may
or may not perceive its role in international relationships, per-

ceive it as varyingly relevant or important, or perceive it in
possibly dissimilar perspectives.

X

I.

The Four Approaches to IEC
Textbooks that deal explicitly with IEC, do so within certain

conceptual and contextual logics. These logics differ. Some books haw
an overall design, others,are-Only a collection of chapters.

Some

seek to propound a varyingly coherent theory, others to inform about
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a number of topics in their field.

of the books are eclectic:

they define their field in descriptive or analytical terms, and then
deal with a number of topics which, in articulated or implied manner,
are conjoined to represent the "field".

ICC is one of these topics.

Looking now at IEC treatments from the point of view of modes of
presentation, the following four approaches can be discerned:
1.
IEC is described as a program or programs of organizations
within the machinery of a nation-state, of an international organization, and/or in the private realm.

IEC is presented as an instrument or resource within the
inventory of national foreign policy.
As such, it is usually
dealt with as part of (a) i'tformation, propaganda, psychological
warfare, or prestige, (b) informal acess and penetration, and
(c) technical assistance to developing nations.
2.

3.
ICC is identified as a contributor to the spread of international attitudes, good will, coope,,ation and understanding, and
to the growth of a peace-or .i.ented international community. (Spirit.
of the UNESCO Preamble)
G.

IEC is conceived of as a process of functional transactions
which establishes international channels, links, networks, and
pressure groups, may influence governmental policies, expand
functional organizations, and aid in the emergence of an integrative transnational society.
Each of the a;,:/e approaches elicits a differing treatment.)
1.

The Program and Organization Approach
This approach deals with IEC subject matter largely *...n a descriptive

manner.

Depending on the length reserved for the topic, it may offer a

historical background, identify the wider and more immediate specializc-i

governmental and/or non-governmental unit's) dealing with IEC at home and

abroad, and detail some of the resources and progrms involved.
Some treatments may additionally indicate rationales and/or offer
statistics on costs or achievements.

Some may interweave into the

treatment editorial comment by the author.

In style of presentat.:)n,

a large percentage of IEC treatments partake of this approach.
The writers expl ss a variety of concerns and points of view.
1

Many books- deal -with ID: in :nue

hen -onlev -one-of ttts::a_bove ap-
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One notes that in the USA, it was
considered particularly undesirable for the government to beuin operating in an area so far from its
traditionally accepted field as the cultural one.
Legislators and elected executives may be expected
to deal with taxes, roads, and armies, but not with
such semi-effeminate matters as determining themes
for art exhibits.
(100, 558)

Another wonders about the organizational relationship between
information activities and 1E0:
The overseas information and cultural exchange programs provide a rather interesting microcosmic
view of some of the more general problems and
patterns that characterize the foreign policy
organization.
During the years...the information
activities have tended to overshadow the cultural
efforts....In recent years, however, there has
been a steady upswing in emphasis on cultural
exchange.
If this continues, it will be interesting to see what, if any, organizational adjustments are made to match the change in substantive
emphasis.
(Ibid., 212)

Still another--from the perspPctive of 195E--raises a basic question:

Americans might well consider whether they are
content to have their country's cultural level
judged by a program run as an adjunct of an
avowedly propagandist operation, or whether some
better pattern could not be worked out.
In that
connection, much thought should perhaps be devoted
to the real nature of cultural affairs programs.
Is it a glorified advertising effort because it
deals with written and printed words as do the
journalists at the informational desks?
Or do
cultural affairs have a content of their own
which gives the work in this field a substantive importance similar to that of the political
and economic areas? Certainly, the field of cultural activities is a very difficult one and full
of pitfalls.
But a wealthy country which has produced great artists and has great institutions of
higher learning presumably has many people capable
of operating effectively in this area and also has
the money to permit them to do so.
(100, 572)
UNESCO is commented upon as having been -somewhat impaired
by a fatal penchant to mix politics with its technical work." (9, 761)

1

proacheswhetner this be in one continuow: sec!: ion or in
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The "Instrument of Foreign Policy" Approach

2.

The second approach also largely deals with IEC in terms of
description.

Usually, this approach exacts a somewhat more com-

plex treatment.

It links IEC, whether as a separate manifesta-

tion, or as an integral component, to a tactically conceived use
of information or propaganda, designed to facilitate the achievement of a national government's foreign policy goals.
These goals may include the need to support a policy, promote relationships, neutralize an opponent, or gain prestige.

Few

of these "instrumental" treatments differentiate the essentially
longer-range, indirect, and mutual-benefit-providing functions of
IEC from the more immediate, unilateral, and media-oriented impacts
9

sought by information and propaganda.-

It should be remembered,

however, that, until approximately 1960, most governmental state-

ments as well as writings on IEC did not draw the difference between the two functions as basic.

In fact, the difference is not

so perceived even in some of the most recent textbooks.
How do the authors treat this utilization of IEC within the

framework of information poLicy? used on the diagnosis that
the neglect of the United States to acquaint the
world in any systematic way with its growing new
culture has materially contributed to a stereotype of wrong impressions that have been fostered
by sensation mongers, uninhibited tourists, and
unrealistic Hollywood pictures, (93, 214)
some writers view Ir.0 as an appropriate countervailing technique.

2

See, however, for example, Fo. 48, p. 330.

r, 1

Only one non- international organization text de-ores an
discussion to "rultural (oopcsration through UI:ESCO."

,xue:-,sive

23, 344-0

After detailing its history, organization, and activities, it
concludes:

Wars may not have their deeper sources in the minds
of men, but ideas are nevertheless potent for good
or evil.
(Ibid., 346)
Some UHESCO treatments give high credit:

Since 1946 UESCO has been trying to improve the
thinking and understanding of the world's peoples.
(25,

415)

Others note a more basic problem:

Relations with member states are hampered by weak
national commissions and the fact that most countries place cultural relations near the bottom of
their
of priorities.
(145, 273)
Often, a perspeciAve is drawn:

Direct contributions by LEISCO to international
understanding can only be complementary to the
proorams of national governments and the efforts
of the many private organizations concerned with
this problem.
(152, 222)
One of the 1971 books, on the United :rations, appearing in
fourth edition, devotes two paragraphs to UITSCO.

The first,

highly sarcastic, reproves the organization's contusion of aims,
the ".luddle-hcaded slogan at its masthead", its role as a "psychia-

trist-cum-missionary for peace", its "inability to decide its own
priorities", rind the curse of "its honey-pot appeal to all buzzing
brains".

The second enumerates

come "concrete" activities, among

them "international exchange programmes.'

date WESCO's organjzation.

"Three sentences eluci-

(170, 154-155)

One book quotes from the 1953 Jackson Report on "International
Information Activities" which urged that all ''media" should aim
toward one end:

...to show the identity of cur goals with those
These goals and desires, Wrich
of other peoples.
we hold in common, must be explained in ways t.
will cause others to join with us in a,:hjeving
(11d, 255)
them.
Another book notes:
By propaganda messages, transmitted by radio,
television, films, pamphlets, or cultural
exchanges, we may try to create a more favorable image of our power, performance, and goals
than the rival government is willing to concede;
on the other hand, the rival government's policies, power and record are depicted by our output in a much less favorable light than they
(40, 333)
are by our adversary.

One author quotes a former Assistant Secretary of State:
I am gainst any indiscriminate, miscellaneous
ccmpaigns aimed to develop so-ealled good will
All Iroarams abroad in the field of so-called
ultural relations" should be designed to
support TS. foreign policy in its long-range
sense, and to serve as an arm of that policy.
Many of the programs will, I trust, be educational and humanitarian in the highest sense.
But...the benefits from it must be two-way bene(92, 379)
fits, to us as well as to others.
IEC activities are valued, for, by providing informal access, they
lower or pierce the walls of sovereignty; ideas
and concepts seep through them in all directions
without, or only with the partial consent of some
(Ibid., 334)
governments....
Moreover,

the costs to the U.S. government are negligible,
the potential gains in international understanding /of the United States/ are in,_al'ulable.
(.95, 17?)

A 1951 reply by

he Departrint of Site to Senator 1,1,Carran

lists the work of various information media.
of persons', it stateA:

As reciards "exchanges
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Most selective of all media, and therefore capable of
enormous direct influence on key target groups, is the
bringing of foreigners to the United States and sending
of Americans abroad to exchange knowledge and ideas...
Lt4any are in the? "leader" category--each of whom can
personally influence thousands or millions of his countrymen on his return home...Exchanges serve not only to
strengthen the democratic cause outside the iron curtain, but also to undermine Communist strength in free
countries....
(6, 545)

.

One writer defines the role of the Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs rather briefly:

...it participates in promoting among foreign people
a better understanding of the aims, policies, and
institutions of the United States--a job of selling
(35, 205)
this country abroad.
The "selling" phrase recurs in a number of instances.
Should the United States cease using IEC as a dimension of
its propaganda?

To do so would be to capitulate in a cold war that
is fought primarily over men's minds. Indeed, the
conclusion is quite the contrary. The need is for
a positive crusade based on a public soul-searching
to discover what kind of a world we want and how we
(19, 268)
can make it that way....
A special type of linkage between "education",

"culture"

and ''foreign policy" is defined by one author under the rubric
of "cultural imperialism".

L

.Y

Cultural imperialism is the most subtle and, if it
were to succeed by itself alone, the most successIt aims...at the conful of imperialistic policies.
quest and control of the minds of men as an instrument for changing the power relations between two nations....Cultural imperialism as the form of the diffusion of a national culture...impresses the intellectually influential groups of a foreign country with
the attractive qualities of a civilization until these
groups tend to find the political objectives and methods
(55, 59)
of that civilization equally attractive.
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Some writers rate IEC high:

The free flow of information, goods, and people
between societies may be more important in creating people's attitudes toward other countries
than the words, symbols, and cliches of propagandists.
(54, 263)
(Also 67, 181)
Others offer no assessment.
One author draws a conclusion:
From the point of view of Western foreign policy,
cultural diplomacy is somewhat paradoxical:
It is
important as a political tool but ineffective as a
propaganda weapon....One should avoid over-estimating the impact of cultural propaganda. (113, 260)

X

Only 13% of IEC books refer to private and non-governmental
organizations.

What is their role in IEC?

Some books view them as

important threads in the fabric of international life (7, 286) and
cite "the American preference that educational and cultural activities be kept out of governmental hands."

(100, 569)

Others view private associations as complicating factors.

One

author notes the concern that voluntary groupings, including those
of an ethnic and religious nature, tend to be internationally oriented
and that one consequence of membership in them is

to encourage the

formation of loyalties which may run counter to the demands of
national policies."

(98, 163)

Another observes that the communist countries are often at an
advantage in cultural exehange...because their governments do not
have to compete with private interests--as ours must--for the services of the artists or performers most likely to enhance their
countries' artistic standards abroad.

(125, 587)

Most find a complementary role feasible for both government and
private organizations:
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While enthusiasts can easily exaggerate the role of
non-governmental organizations in the conduct of
world affairs either through natdonal or international
influence,...recent decades have witnessed a new and
constructive relationship between organized groups of
citizens and democratic institutions of government,
especially in that consultative, educational give-andtake that is essential to the democratic process. (7, 288)
X

The role of IEC in technical assistance and in the "enskilling"
of future experts and elites in developing countries is dealt with as
a standard, although mostly brief part in IEC discussions reflecting the "international approach."
References are made to students from developing countries, to
present African and Asian leaders who had studied abroad, to programs of other countries, including the Soviet Union which has
established a separate "Friendship University" for the trainingsome authors say "indoctrination"--of future leaders of these nations,
etc.

In many cases, the treatments share aspects characterizing

the next approach.

3.

The "International Understanding" Approach
The third approach also is largely descriptive.

While the pre-

ceding approach expected values, attitudes, and political orienta-

tions to change as a result of essentially external inputs (propaganda, IEC, etc.), this approach counts on IEC to engender--in

individuals and groups--so to speak, from the inside dispositions
to change attitudes and orientations.

In a sense, thus, this

approach deals with selective culture change.

Many treatments leave the specific political role of IEC-

engendered attitude change to implicadon or conjecture.

The

referents in terms of which IEC is presented are internationalism,
cooperation, good will, understanding, communication, community,
and the spirit of the UNESCO Preamble.

By implication, the approach

is somewhat disrespectful of political facts.
As one author avers:

There is no insoluble cleavage between the peoples;
their system of sovereign states has run away with
them.
(19, 37)
Not surprisingly, this approach bespeaks conviction and faith.

Thus, the first native of India who became a U.S. Congressman reports
as follows on a 1961 visit to his former country:
Indians educated in England become the best friends
of England and its institutions, all the way down
the structure of government.
Or:

Whenever there were students or professors or businessmen who had visited the United States of America,
they had become our friends....Their presence here had
left an impression on their minds which was lasting.
I do not think we can spend our money in any better
way than to create cultural relationships between the
peoples of India and ourselves on this...university
level.
(19, 294-5)
IEC is a source of faith regarding the college generation:
It is particularly important that the lessons of common humanity and sympathetic understanding be taught
within the college and university community in all
states, because it is from this group that the leaders
of the future will come. The attitude toward other peoples held by the current generation of college students
:in the United States can never be the same as a result
of its contact with so many foreign students. When this
group of college-age people have matured to the point of
taking over national leadership themselves, their views
and their policy cannot but reflect the conditioning
towards individuals of other cultures that occurred
during their student days.
(13
255-6)
In a similar vein, two authors state without qualification -chat

"one of the best methods of promoting international understanding is
to facilitate contact between peoples."

(22, 512; 113, 259)

Even a former Assistant Secretary of State is purported to have said:

Foreign Offices are offices of international understanding, the principal duty of which is the duty to make the
understandings of peoples whole and intelligible and complete.
(93, 282)

t,

But there are ncVes of caution:
Cultural conta,t does not automati/ally produce ,'00peration...kor ontact to breed friendship, there must
be cultural reeptivity, a minimal social bridge
(145. 667-8)
anchored in mutual tolerance.
And:

...Intensified international contact may itself
develop new conflict, tensions, or animosities.
(3, 291; 44, 357; 64, 491)
Finally,

It cannot be assumed that activities designed to promote international understanding and world-mindedness
necessarily contribute to creating conditions for
It is not enough that they alter the minds of
peace.
wen; we must also be able to show that they enter into
those political processes whereby international conflicts are conducted and decisions for war and peace
made.
(37, 572)
As regards UNESCO, there is often caution.

One author for

example, notes that
Direct .ontributions by UNESCO to international understanding can only be complementary to the programs of
national governments and the efforts of the many private organizations concerned with this program. (144, 222)
Another:

Who ,:ould say with certainty that peae depended
upon knowledge and understanding, or that governments would permit themselves to be influenced by
the will of the people for peace? The program of
UNESCO would require time before it t-ould be
(Ill, 474)
accurately evaluated....
Such evaluation is seldom referred to. In the meantime, authors
appreciate effects as assumed:

Although the visitor to a foreign land may not necessarily learn to love it, he will at least come to understand it and thus will have progressed along the rocky
road of learning to live peaceably with it.
(95, 538)
Why do some TEC tTeatmehts perceive "international understanding"

and %rid community" as salient ways to pea e?
course, manifold and =complex.

One author, however, points to OUP rite:

The answers are, of

Perhaps the greatest single factor in the growth
of the :Lnternational-community sense has been the
widespread revulsion of individuals aoainst the
perpetuation of a system that has brought two
catastrcphie ars in a generation ahci constantly
threatened to produce a third.
From millions of men comes a plea for some
new approach to international life....Hankind is
seeking a positive attack upon international problems incorporating agreement and good faith....
Popular, rejection of traditional foreign-policy
patterns has not yet reached the state of anything like a mass movement, but it is significant
enough to affect the thinking of political leaders
and has moderately influenced the conduct of world
affair.,;. (13, 273-4)
The "Functional" Approach

4.

The "functional" approach is 'ne most complex and sophisticated
of the approaches identified.
ways:

;1) as exemplified

i:ations (V) r,

it tends to be conceptualized in two

the "functional" agencies a the United

1;.O. OrESCe. etc.) or !.y the European c:ommunity ins;.1-

tutions, that is by agencies established by governments with a view
to helping detzee, coordinate, and, in some insi-ances, manage specialized "non-politicalrprojrams in a field of common interest; and
(2) as a rapidls,- multipl;ing worldwide neework or privatdy initi-

ated and incti,.utionalized ,Troups and associations which, indi4id-

ually and collectively, represent new influences and structures

on the international scene-- facts that governments have to take
increasingly into account.
"Functionalism" in -ne first meaning, that. is, as illustrated
by the specialized ac;eneies of the United Fat ions,

is rer,:rred Lo

in a number at textbooks--wainly in those on "international organization" and "international relations" .3

3

Tables V-T, line 2; VITT, line 13; and IX, line 13 indicate the
frequency of references in ICC books to "links ;jnd cooperationr
as
functions, purposes, OY effects of TY(:.
(These references relate
to either, or both dews of "functionalism.")

Some older as well as several more recent books in the two fields
devote to it separate analytical attention, usually including
theoretical exposition and critical comment.

More recent texts

tend to feature the approach more fully, in greater depth, and
probingly as regards its basic assumptions.

Most of these treat-

ments are generic, i.e., they relate to the ;,road processes and
issues of "interdependence", "integration", or the construction of
a'World polity".4

No treatment

of UNESCO--apart from interspersed

comments accompanying the substantive description--applies an expli_it
"functional" analysis to

the exchange activities of that organizat-

ion.

Two major textbooks deal with ICC withj,n the framework of
"functionalism".

Their analyses deserve brief presentation.

5

Morgenthauis Politics Among rations is strongly critical of
the "international understanding" approach, as symbolized by urEcco,
but is basically supportive of theiTunctional approach" as formulated
by David Mitrany.6

With regards to the former, the author finds tho:

assumption that an TEC. UNESCO, or otherwide engendered "world public opinion", "international understanding", "education", or "contacts" could be a viable means to preserve international peace- "erroneous".

The existence of a multitude of interpersonal
relations transcending national boundaries is
no answer to our problem...the existence of
intellectual and esthetic ties across national
boundaries proves nothing in favor of a world
communit".
A world community with political
4

For example, No. 168, pp. 65-75; No. 169, pp. 378-408;
72, pp. 468-70; No. 87, pp. 280-1, 293-4, 310-11; No. 81, pp.
103-9; and others.
Tic.

potentialities is a community of moral standards and poli%ical action, not of intellect
and sentiments.
Only such a "community', that is, one that would "judge and
act in accordance with supranational standards and loyalties",
would be pertinent.

Only it could keep "disruptive tendencies

in check" and channel them "into peaceful outlets."

Regrettably,

such a community "remains a postulate and still awaits rQalization."
Enters:Utrani's

"functional approach". Morgenthau agrees that

"an international community must grow from the satisfaction of common needs shared by members of different nations."

He, also agrees

that, once institutionalized, functional organizations
could create by the very fact of their existence
and performance a community of interest, valuations, and actions. Ultimately, if such international agencies were numerous enough and served
tne
most important wants of most peoples of the
earth, the loyalties to these institutions and to
the international community of which they would be
agencies would supersede the loyalties to the
separate national societies and their institutions
Since, however, existing or yet to he ereaced functional agencies
will not be able to contribute in the foreseeable future, directly
to the fulfillment of the basic needs of members of the world's
nations,

"functional organizations" will remain subsidiary to

the primary role that national governments and states will have
to continue to perform.

5

No. 55, Chapter 30, bo. 37, Chapter 1C.

6David Mitrany, A Working Peace System, Chicago, Ill.,
Quadrangle 3ooks,

In due time, functional agencies, includinf,

an operative world community, but only if international politics
assures conditions that will permit its growth.

What can most

effectively favor such an outcome is the avoidance of war, imaginative diplomacy, and international accommodation.
in Morgenthau's conception, i1

In short,

i3 an extended period of negotiated

peace that will 41.:ilitatc T:C

community, rather than the reverse.

the growth of an effective world
7

The other volume is Xelman's Internz:ional -ehavior, A SocialPsychological Analysis.

In his cerclur!in,i -Thapter, the author

deals concisely with IEC es a process, as a creator of interdependencies, and with its "funf:tional"

clevancies

to the brooder

questions of war and peace.":

Kelman envisions IEC and international cooperation az producing four types of -rlitically relevant ccf,nts:

(1) an increascd

openness amorj key individ.!als in sac?! nation, in their autillides

toward the

,er na jon;

between the Lwo nations; (3
nationalist i_deolo.:7; and

e

!c level or ten=ion

,j,:h ineted coLai,ment. to an interA) a Oevelcp;:ient of a nctwcrk of rela-

tionships cutting aoross national b ,undaris.

The lattr..r he views

as the most important.

For they establish

ongoing relationships around common prolessisnal
concerns; commit indi:iduals and groups from different counties to internat:!onaI :ooperation nos:
as an abs::raCt value, '.''gut as a cen,ret;-.. chicie

7i:0.

SS, pp.

f_r calrying c,ut theil personally ltp,oltanc a,ti%ities and...v.als. They become L'Aoi\,ed in a
networL f interdependent individuals and gr,:ups

wicut reference to nati_nal differences, and
are likely to develp a sense ef loyalty tc. it
thaE7 need not be antag:nistic to,
c-.mpetitive with natiLnal loyalty, but is simply
independent f it.
The development ..f such "cross-cuttina loyalties" ray

nlaiJ

the conditi,ns L r pea:, not least because

tue

dE---,,-.1,:prent of nctworks based :A professional

and :.thet interests across naticnai boundaries cart
...eyuntelact...tendencies toward complete pciarizat.

sub:rdinating all lelationsips to a
c_nflict aLony natiJnal lines.
Where it.esc net'-

rks link significant groups of individuals

acrcss natLnal lines: they may act as :L,ested interests" supr.orting the pluraJis". an'

rhe inte7rity :J. the internatinal syste!:.

Uny? "Because c.let,

ts hreakd-wn w:Juid

bAkdown .1

sysze

they are invls.ed."

Kelman envisages tnat ultimately: a stable interr.atinal syste!:

will requile the devek,pment of transnac.c.al inscitutiens.
too, IEI and

th-r ex.:nanges ca:

multiply and

mean:n-31u',

for the strenjthening

acco;rdate

help. As f:irc..tienal reiat:onsnius

2r1

the ..nablic.

numan J i.es, :;easur,s

system wilL be me' readily

raybe: adtipted.8

Shall natLhal %5eeeinments per:11:.t su.h a so-la t. engi.leerinj

thtough

c.e.,pf.Tatien"?

On

:s

Wr %.Nst...r.goize the e.--Isrant

.nfli:t c-at

is iTIIIK

xelatios ef The natt-statc.;
intrnatk.,nal c
cy. To criq; eyte.t

wjr t:
tna:. a% ifrE,/ilaA aJheres
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o.):

pp. 572-L.

th

intet:ar-al

commaqilty his nationalist identific
It is .ecause this dichotomy i::
oral- world affairs that the advan. ar
i.evelopment
the international community is foujht so bitterly by chauvinists irk every state.
':here are some
governments in the world whose national in,,::resc leads
them to foster the growth of incernw:ional inszitu;ions
of a community nature, bu. they are and promise to 'be
for a long time in the mino::.ity. (13. 272)
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Two texebook articles indicate the extent to which transnationa3

rr

functional lii:ges alrclady

The firs.. .otert Tneiis

11::i2 Growth of Transs,:tional Parti-

cipation,' is mprinted in three "roaders'.
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The other a,ticle, by Chaxles FrLtnkel10 ln

senso

Kelman stopped - namely, with the finding that t-hc. "new era" wide!.
we have entered, has, thrcurfh planned and unplanned cultural, ex-

changes already

interlinked and penetrated the world more deep-

ly and widely than ever before.
4ost (11': us in most Dart's of the world, (says Frankel)

simply live in a physiLs.,
and moral
noighlorhood that has an ini*ornational eolor and
dimersion; and we li";
/it./...wnether we know IL
or nc., or lilNe it or
This worldwide process of ICC involves now, for the first i:imc
in history, (1

the tw.1-wav demand for attention between the more

and less powe:;u1, ir-et_ween cultures and people who in tne oast "re-

garded themsolt's as mutually 1-e;:.ote In hio!7, eyoerience, and
destiny", and r:1 rhe

t..entral ir.:porr6n:e everywhere of

men of knowlcde, cf

r: niversitie, of the crjali%ar...-

outlook and ethic, and of eaz.y traiLl and QC.InKUI!iC6'..i0n.

The rest))

is, that international relations have entered a nevi ._;ra in whith

the nature and ,on6i:ious o: national power, the
chara-,_er an,s iunc ion 14 1.4$1om6ci, qr.d tnc very
terms...in wh'..n !nr, -orception oi 'national interest'
must 1,c definei, ic hang:nn.

Educational and cultural iclations thei-seLos beeome
the accidental !..it...ineyora:de conse.-Juenee of
the uelcratirig coritve.t of ditfetent r.uc.cri groups,

and...!and are/

ry ,k1ELerateli
o:f1c.a1

adop'-..1 social poji

They
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Furthermore,

irtt:erilij:nrlaj.

LI al

are no longer
simply instru::..nts or for-Ain policy...they. are

an essential part of what foreign policy is all
about..../For] we are all entering an era chat
can properly be called 'an era of educational
and cultural relations..
The degree ot world linkace airead: aohie_ved--a

process Led

on by Angell and Yclman--thus promiac.:, .lor only .= i-urrher eypcAll

of the nerwock of links, but in facc
recognizin9, and promo:-ing it

ome'. a rmic.r par!: of polic%
-.:- an c.:1i:arieA,

and 1-rar.snaz.ional wolld culture.

II.

Revi,!w

"Internatio,01 edu.-arieual and r:o3,urai relations," as a

dimem7ion m ir.t.rnarional affair:, rereive in the textbook:: surveyed diverse an.-; ;moven treatment.

To be

diversity, four ouproa,:hes that -_haratc.rize

to pierenr
:Le -Tirtior modes of

presentations were identified and utilized as an
organizing devi-e.

In eaa, extensivc r.ites trom rany Looks

sought to communi-:ate the "flavor" or i,v2iwidu.-.1 ant:hoz-3'

ments, some of the issues they

reiFe, and

:iee

on

of vheir

assessments of IF" 's role and jmportn:e.
What are

on

in their treatmer.
1.

2.

of the cmenjx,ns that preo=-upy the authors
of IE.?

A number of thase wnre
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3.

Should IS' be viewed as a znilatral wears uf
intellectual imT,act, or should it seek to emphasize and promote the commonali'y of objectives
by interlinking societies on the level of groups,
professions, and non-governmental assuciations?

4.

Can and does "cultural diplomacy" contribute
directly, or only indirectly, to the strengthening of conditions of peace and international
concord?

5.

Has IC been used as a means of "cultural imperialism"?

0.

Are there dangers in expanding involvement of
national groups in international interactions,
particularly where contact with rival ideological systems is .oncerned? Or is such contact
an opportunity o even a major international
neces:ity?

7.

What role does international "friendship", "understanding", and a "sense of world _ommunity" play
in international affairs? Are they salient foc.:es
that

n se lire peace?

8.

May not intensified intercultural r.onta,:t create
new tensions?

9

Is it :EEC 'hat, in Lime, will help reate a v.orld
community, organization, and a struture for peace,
or is it protracted pea,:e that will create conditions for the expansion of ICJ-, the growth of a
sense of community. aPd ultiT,,;tely a "world state"?

10.

Will national gove,-Iments 4olerate and support
leading to greater transnational iotc-ey-atin, or will they seek to L3r.tail
them?

movement-. and a,ti.ritie

These and similar 'tiestions animate ;he Ir.0 tteatwents in thc
books studidd.

They are essentially the- came 1%e,stior: that have

animated the disourse about- IS- in gt,.,,-.-r.p(r4-,

s.,holaLl-/

community, and s(-:iety au larr.;e.

What do authors, co'/ about the "Impa, e" o;

a dircr-

sion in international affairs? IC tr 1Pr.,er:fs rajle(t

levels of awareness uf IE

.7;!

tame that should hr- attrilAitv.od

h a r!irn'se.
j ir.

itha of the iropn-

The lowest level is ,,ne where an author ices n%IEC at all.

n

This may be due either to the author's la'k of

awareness of the func_tions, organizations, and programs involved,

or to a view that IEC is peripheral and that, therefore, within
the ambiance of a textbook, mention of it may be omitted.

It

is, of course, obvious that the degree of knowledge of IEc
functions and activities may be related to the role and impor11

tance that might be assigned to i t.

A somewhat higher level is represented by books that mention
IEC in some -ontext or ,:ontexts, but do so rather incidentally.
Such treatments indicate that the a'.'' ',or is aware of IEt's

existence, bu*

its signifin

:hat eit',er his infortior 01
cease at that point.

i

p,:.rcepion of

Mos; of these brinf treat.-

ments occur in presentations of "information and 'ultural a.tivities", viewed as a symbiotic operation, with the word "cultural"
often injected without any extended subsequent dis.ussion detailing its parti(.ular rcle.

A third level is represented by treatments where the author
devotes

a paragraph 5r two to a discussion of some aspe,_t of

IEC, mostly in lerms of Mstory or organization, or to an event,

study, or statement whiyh the author has happened to nce.
in such treatments plays many 1:01es.

TE('

Some writers report that

there are exchanges of students and ;-uofessors. that doqeferen'-s.

lilt is possible that an author utilizing a high level of
conceptualization and a maru-oriented Jpproa,
in araiyzing
international affairs, may omit referee' es fl Tr' and ,ither
concrete programs, eien though he may have
k,.owlec3g,
of such programs.
It is probably m,c
assume. t.ha
such omission does not indi:ate a cd1,:ti/ely
w ,4:,sessmc.0 of
its importance.

have established special offices to administer 1CC pri)grams,

and/or that a variety of private organizations participate in
the conduct and/or implementation of 'EC programs.

In the above

type of treatments, however, IEC activities appear unrelated and
somewhat peripheral to the more important activities of governments in international affairs, which are usually presented as
including, above all, diplomacy, military security, and trade altd
aid.

IEC is a'_knowledged to exist, there is satisfaction that

it is supported and funded, but no developed rationale is provided to explain why it should exist and what it is expected to
contribute.

Some authors accord it a higher level or importance, possibly
as a "fourth dimension" of foreign policy.

Hest of them, how-

ever, indicate that IEC is not an end in itself, but an avtive
instrument in the repertoire of means that can further national
policy.

(S6, 358)

In this context, IEC is viewed as having

some utility and some purpose.

It may be, say some writers,

that IEC creates a deeper understanding of a country or enhances
its prestige.

These are viewed as welcome effects secured at

relatively low expense--as developments worthwhile in themselvesbut there is uncertainty about their specific utility in foreign
policy or international affairs.
As ;In instrument of foreign policy, IEC is dealt with at
levels that assign, it differing importance.

it merely as one of many instruments.

6ome authors view

Others note that: thic is

'an age when %ultura2 relations have befoma or

of the importdnt

elements in international relations and oke: of the instruments

of foreign poli:y." (1C7,

If.,1

Still others vicA, it ;4

a major

instrument, perhaps of "substantive importan:e similal
of the politi<41 and economic areas." (101, c71-'_)

to thai

The highesr

importance is attributed to it by Cherles Frankel, a former
Assistant Secretary for Educational and Cultural Affairs, who
observes that IEC "are not simply instruments of foreign policy...
they are rather an essential part of what foreign

is all

about," and rhat the age we are entering is one that should be
viewed as an "era of educational and ,.'ultural rtIlations." (132, 134)

Thus, IE0 is presented in terms of a wide range of attributed
importance, from no mention ac all to a convi,tion that, in the
present world, it is central and that it even characterizes a
basically new era in world relationships.

CHAPTER IV
IiiPLICATIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

The findings of the two preceding chapters indicate
that "international educational and cultural relations" do
receive diverse treatment in a segment of the textbooks studied,

but that the attention accorded to IEC appears to be less than
comprehensive.

Also, with a number of notable exceptions, the

textbooks studied present IEC in ways that are only partly
adequate.

Such a conclusion, of course, implies some type of
standard and the assumption that this could, and should be
different.

In other words, it implies that the actual role

of IEC in international policies and relationships may be more
varied and significant than communicated in the textbooks,

and that an improvement in such treatments may be warranted not
only by the record of actual activities, but also by the
contribution this might make to a More balanced presentation

of "international relations", "foreign policy", and "international
organization" as fields of study and research.
"Adequacy" is alwaysa matter of decree. It depends on

the comparative assessment of significance among many factors
that need to be considered in analyzing international affairs,

on the degree to which a particular dimension or operation
is both known and recognized as pertinent, and on the logic,

purpose, and practicabilities inherent in the particular medium
of communication that is being considered, - in our case, textbooks on international affairs.

In each of these domains,

assessments among scholars may differ.
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Any critique therefore must guard against stringency.

On

the other hand, unless this study is to remain a mere audit
of past treatments of IEC, there may be value in adducing data,
explanations, and arguments which, in conjunction with other
factors and developments, might improve the treatment of IEC
textbooks of the future., In this sense, therefore, some of
what follows addresses itself to faculty colleagues and
researchers teaching and writing in the field of international
affairs.

The Gist of the Findings
It will be recalled that the study revealed,

-

even when using the very modest criterion of recording
treatments covering es little as one paragraph,

- that

(1) 55% of all textbooks included no discussion of IEC,

(2) the overall percentage of book-space accorded to IEC
was slightly more than half of one per cent,

- in books

that had IEC content 1.3%, but, in almost 43% of the latter,

less than half of one per cent, (3) both the average
percentage of books with IEC content, and the space devoted
to IEC shrank between 1945-60 and 1961-71 by almost 50%, and
(4) the period of 1970-1

years) highlights this decrease,

since of 27 new textbooks published, only four contain any
IEC treatmen,J at all.

These "space" and "frequency" indicators

ant fvl
find accomplich7A.e.At in the findings that, in more than half

of all treatments, IEC subject matter was only vaguely integrated with the core of the book's field, that references to research
and general literature on IEC were infrequent, and that the
attribution of effects on other programs in international
affairs, or vice versa, was either not attempted, or left ambiguous.
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The textbooks studied span a publishing period c:1
more than a quarter century.

That period witnesseJ a pro-

found transformation of the world's political and social
crises, and,
structure, a succession of serious tensions and

in the field of international

affairs !,cudy and research,

considerable developments in conceptual and methodological
competency.

Each of these exerted art impact on the tone and

during
content cf international affairs textbooks published
the period in the United States.
to review, in sequence,

It may thus prove helpful

(1) some of the indicators of IEC

under
in actual in..:rnational practice, (2) the strictures

impact
which college textbooks are written and used, (3) the

of the "cold war" on the presentations of IEU, (4) aspects
since
of development in the field of international affairs
1945, and (5) (Ale issue: of IECis broader relevancy.

I. IEC Activities as a Part of International Practice
International educational and cultural rclationships
expanding
have experienced multi- faceted growth, and secured

public recognition in the years since WorM War II.' That
to
growth or recognition has manifested itself in references

it in international dot'uments, in

nume/ous cultural agreements,

agencies, in
in reorganizations of national foreign affairs
of
the involvement of multiple government departments and

substantial numbers of persons in IEC programs, in the funds

and
1 While that growth has occurred in both the private
than
in
governmental realms, and numerically more in the former
the latter, the data to follow will highlight governmentally
of
sponsored actions since they demonstrate the recognition
of
IECis role in international affairs by the core institution
go ernment and international
traditional "political sz..ience":

organizations.
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allocated for IEC purposes, and in the growing utilization
of "education" and "culture" as parts of the standard
vocabulary of contemporary international affairs.

The first of these indicators are international charters,
treaties, and organizations. The United Nations Charter,

for example, refers to "educational" and "cultural" cooperation
in Articles 3, 13(b), 55(b), 57, and 62.2 The Constitution of
UNESCO, - and particularly its Preamble and Article 1,

-

articulates major purposes, rationales, and an ideology of
IEC and establishes an organization that is to i- lement them
by concrete international programs.

Multilateral defence agreements (NATO, SEATO, the Warsaw
Pact, etc.) and international regional organizations (Organization of African Unity, Council of Europe, the Nordic Council,
cc,
1-e,t5ue. vi; Ar4t)
etc.), too, provide in their constituent documents and/or
secretariats for special units and programs designed to
promote closer educational and cultural cooperation among
groups and organizations in their societies.

Another indicator of interest in IEC is the number of
bilateral cultural agreements concluded.

In 1939, about one

hundred of such agreements were in existence.

By 1959, that

number had increased to more than six hundred, and by 1967
it had exceeded one thousand.3 The present number is in the

2One scholar even contends that article 56, which requires the
Organization and its members to act in such manner as to secure
the Charter's objectives, imposes on them the obligation to
promote and engage in IEC relationships.
Cf. Rudolf Bystricky,
Mezinarodni Kulturni Dohody a Organizace, /International Cultural
Agreements and Organizations!, Prah-577Eatni Nakladatelstvi
Politicke Literatury, 1962, p. 40, p. 93.

3Louis Dollot, Les Relations Culturelles Internationales, Paris,
Presses Universitaires de France, 1968, pp. 13-14.
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vicinity of one thousand three hundred.

A recent study of nine

selected countries found that, between 1945 and 1965, the latter
had negotiated a total of 377 such agreements. Of these, the
United States had signed 122, the USSR 69, France 38, Yugoslavia 38, the United Arab Republic 37, Great Britain 31,
Israel 20, India 19, and oupan 13.4

The expansion of IEC activities, and the need to respond
to them and supplement them on the governmental level, have led
to administrative reorganizations in foreign affairs agencies.

Thus, within the last twenty five years, almost all major states
have established in their foreign offices identifiable new
"divisions", "departments", "bureaus", "directorates", or
"committees" whose responsibility it is to articulate governmental policies in "cultural diplomacy", to initiate and/or
coordinate programs, to draft and negotiate international agreements, and to represent IEC perspectives, resources, and interests
on both the national and international policy levels. In most
instances, such units are now headed by officers comme:surate
in rank to that of an American Assistant Secretary of State,

thus underscoring at least the formal equivalence of IEC with
the other more traditional segments in the states' foreign
policy machinery.5

This restructuring of foreign offices also led to an in-

4Larry

Karl Wojno, Lwernmental Agreements for International
Educational and Cultural Interchange, 1945-1965, Unpriaisge7EgPIK
Thesis, (EaTuate School of Public and International Affairs,
University of Pittsburgh, 1971, p. 42.
5Several countries have vested the function of IEC conduct
in their Ministries of Education, with the Foreign Ministries
providing policy guidance.
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IEC-conscious country among the Western democracies, allocated
for 1970 almost:',a4G millions (802.84 million francs).

This

amount represented more than half of the Ministry's of Foreign
Affairs total budget.9

For the same year, the German Federal

Republic allocated for IEC programs about$90 millions (325
million marks), an a.nount representing more than one third of

the total budget of its foreign office.1° The United States,
operating through a number of agencies, has been allocating
for programs sponsored specifically by the Department of State
lower amounts.

The overall amount authorized for IEC exchanges

during the ten years beginning with 1961 was almost $450
millions, representing approximately 13.5% of the total
State Department budget for that period.

Financial pressures

occasioned by the war in Vietnam have cut allocations for the
most recent years, reducing them for 1969 to$3l millions, continuing them on that approXimate level during 1970, and
securing an increase of 13% for 1971 to a total of $456 millions.

At that level, the authorized amount for IEC represents approximately 16

of the total budget of the Department of State.11

9Ministere des Affairs Etrangeres, Relations Culturelles,
Scientifiques, et Techniques, Paris, 1970, p. 20. This amount
includes the cost of the educational and cultural segments of
(In 1962,
France's technical assistance programs overseas.
France's IEC budget was SS millions.)
- °Suddeutsche ZeituNg, August 3, 1971. (In 1952, the
allocatTEElor IEC programs was 750,000, in 1967 55 millions.)

11Data compiled from The Budget of the United States, Washington,
D.C., Government Printing rff3F1961. . .70, and Department
of State, United States Foreign Policy, 1969-70, A Report
of the Secretary of State, March 1971, Publ. 8575, p. 260.
It should be noted that the IEC budgets of the countries cited
If comparability on the governare not readily comparable.
mental level were sought for example with France, the State
Department allocation would need to be increased by additions
from the budgets of the USIA, the Peace Corps, AID, HEW,
the National Academy of Sciences, etc.
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The number of perscns imolved in international exchanges
is another indicator of IECTs considerable scope. UNESCO alone
awarded between 1948 and 1968 mcre than 20,000 international
fellowships or travel grants, mostly for the training of mature
individuals and groups in other countries.12
Statistics based on data from 114 countries indicate that,
in 1966-7, 375,386 for -sign students studied at colleges and

universities abroad .13 By 1968-9, this total had increased to
440,556.

Statistics for the United States report impressive

numbers.

Thus, two-ay governmental educational exchange programs

conducted by the Department of State involved between 1949 and
1970 almost 95,000 academic grantees, - students, teachers,
lecturers, and research scholars.

More than 35,000 of these

were Americans going abroad.14 A 1969-70 count, including both
..

onsored and unsponsored academic persons, shows that, in that

year, 135,000 foreign students studied, and 12,500 foreign
scholars taught or did research at U.S. colleges and universities, while more than 25,000 U.S. students and 5,300 professors
pursued academic objectives abroad.

In assessing these numbers,

it should be borne in mind that, of the two-thirds of the 135,000
persons whose sources of support are known, only 3.5% were
sponsored by the U.S. or a foreign government, and an additional
2.5% by

12UNESCO, Training Abroad, A Study of UNESCO Fellowships and
Travel Grants, I94 g7=7FFFIs, 4 January, 1971, Doc.ED/MD/18,
p. 1
13

UNESCO, Study Abroad XVIII, 1970-1, 1971-2, Paris, 1969,

p. 16.

14 Department of State, Eighth Annual Report to Congress
from the Board of Foreign Scholarships, Academic Exchanges during
the 24th Year of Educational and Cultural Exchange Programs,
September I, I308-August 30, 1969.
(Updated for 1969-70.)
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some combination of governmental or private funding.15
FinallY, it should be noted that, in addition to the
numbers and activities referred to in this section,
multilateral forms of IEC cooperation have experienced in
recent years remarkable, and, in one instance, even historic
innovations.

The Ministers of Education of the Western

European countries, for example, now regularly

meet for

working consultations involving, among other things, also
efforts to systematically expand IEC relationships among
their countries.

Even more broadly in the geographical and

political sense, the Rectors (Presidents) of all European
universities, East and West, and the Directors of all European
Institutes of International Affairs, now meet periodically to
exchange views and to identify possibilities of common programs.
A recent UNESCO-organized conference on institutional, administrative, and financial aspects of cultural policies for the
first time discussed matters relating to culture in a worldwide inter-governmental meeting .16
Additional categories of IEC activities and data could be
listed.

What has been presented, however, suffices to indicate

15lnstitute

of International Education, Open Doors, New York,
1970, p. 13.
Despite these large numbers, the OTETRaates
is 12th (1.6%) in the percentage that foreign students represent within the total student enrollment. The USSR is 15th
(0.6%), Cf UNESCO, Study Abroad XVIII, p. 16.
16

UNESCO, Intergovernmental Conference on Institutional,
Administrative, and Financial Aspects of Culti:ral Policies,
Venice, 24 August-2 September, 1970. Final report, Paris, 26
October 1970.
Doc. SH/MD/13.
The Conference was attended, among
others, by 39 Ministers of Culture or of other "resorts" relating
to culture.
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that IEC activities on national, inter-governmental, and
multi-lateral levels constitute considerable, dynamic, and
growing programs of cooperation, that they have been institutionalized within the regular machinery of foreign offices,

are the subject of widespread international negotiation and
formal agreements, and that they compose part of the
of international organizations.

agendas

As such, they are an integral

part in the conduct of international affairs, presumably spport
international objectives, have effects - and thus require to

be duly considered in general analyses of the field of
international affairs, college textbooks among them.

Yet, we have noted that a majority of textbooks does not
deal with IEC.

Moreover, we have noted that both the frequency

and the extent of IEC treatments in fact decreases over
time - least in books on "foreign policy", most in books on
"international relations".

decline be explained?

How can this relative neglect and

Some of the factors may inhere in the

general strictures under which "textbooks" have to "operate".
Others may relate to the impact of the cold war on the selection
and presentation of content and/or to changing emphases in the
field of international affairs.

Still others may derive

from

a too confining view of "political relevancy ".

These shall now be briefly discussed.

II. IEC and the Strictures of Textbooks
We must retain perspective.

College textbooks are special

purpose media of instruction which must meet a variety of
expectations and which are limited by them.
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If it is borne in mind that most textbooks are written
for the sophomore, junior, and senior level of students, that
most of the prospective readers will be liberal arts
generalists rather than international affairs specialists, or
even political science "majors", and that each author hopes
that his book will be "adopted" in as nationwide a

,rawt.,5e,

of

courses as possible, then the task of composing a fairly
inclusive, and at the same time "popular" and "relevant"
textbook is difficult indeed.
exceedingly complex.

The subject matter is

Despite this, publishers, teaching faculty,

and students tend to prefer books that are not too voluminous,

-

and thus expensive, - and that present within one volume about

as much subject matter as can, in most instances, be covered
in a one-term course.

The above considerations put the author of a prospective
textbook under multiple constraint with regard to how he should
utilize

limited space and what he should select as the

content to be presented.

If, in addition to the analytical

core of the subject matter, the author also chooses to include
historical, comparative area, or "special issues" chapters,

-

as many do, - then the pressure on him on what he should omit,

and how extensively he can deal with any one topic, increases
even further.

Even if there were agreement, as there may not be,

that a textbook in the field of international relations, foreign
policy, or international organization should at leas* (1) describe
the major purposes, institutions, processes, and frameworks that

shape the policies and programs of the pertinent actor(s), and
(2) organize the subject matter in such a way as to facilitate
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the student's analytical comprehension of the field and
afford him a sense of the interrelatedness of the variables
involved, of the environments in which they operate, and of
the alternatives available or conceivable, - the task of doing
so in ways that would be satisfactory to all exceeds probability.

A further reminder seems appropriate.

College textbooks,

those on international affairs included, have not traditionally
been, nor need -hey be, a medium for the presentation of
relatively novel activities, concepts, or theories in the =field.

This is particularly true of "texts", since "readers" are freer
in presenting reprinted articles without the need to incorporate

them into a unified conceptual context.

In fact, many "texts"

tend to exhibit a varyingly extended time lag between what more
recent practice, research, or data in the field suggest, and
between what has come to be the generally accepted view and
conception in the field. -7

What do the above comments on some of the problems inherent
in college-textbooks imply with regard to their treatment of
IEC?

The issue continues to be whether, by the time of a book's

publication, IEC has come to be viewed by the individual author,
and the profession, as a sufficiently significant segment of
policy and operations in the international environment

to

warrant, or maybe ' ""en require inclusion and treatment.

17

A 1958 study of twelve recent textbooks on the U.S.
National Government found, for example, that none had included
what seemed significant available information on a changed
governmental procedure, nor on a major theory revising former interpretations.
Cf. Sam Krislow, "Of Time and Textbooks," PROD,
II, (1) September 1958, pp.
27-9.

The finaings of this study indicate that, so far, IEC has
acquired such stature only in less than half of the textbooks, and, in many of them not as rui autonomous dimension or
factor.

That assessment may change as information about the
volume and recourse by governments and ether groups to IEC
r C.

becomes widely diffused, as knowledge about the functions
it may, and does perform in policies and relationships receives
more systematic elaboration, and as a general conception
develops that IEC is not only, as Charles rrankel termed it,
"la neglected aspect of foreign affair", but rather, as the

present West German Chancellor has repeatedly stated, a
"fourth carrying pillar" for arty modern foreign and international poliry.

The thrust of this section has been that textbooks work
under self-imposed and external limitations that, in a number
of ways, tend to circumscribe the kind of content which authors
may be able to cover, cr which they ray sele%t for in'..lusion.

The subject matter is vast, and space, the envisaged readership,

personal inte2st and knowledge, etc. may all limit what can
be discussed.

To what extent IEC can or shall be included in

future textbooks will thus depend to 3 considerable extent on
further evide:e about IEf:'s role and effects in the
international pro-ess, and on its acceptan.e as :,ignifi.ant by

those who analyse and write about it.
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Here much needs to be done.

Those who formulate and

carry out IEC programs, those who teach about them, and those
who do research on IEC and publish their findings, may thus
indirectly be as influential in improving the coverage and
nature of IEC treatments in textbooks of the future, as the
prospective individual authors themselves.

III. IEC and the Impact of the Cold War
The publication period of the textbooks studied coincides in large measure with the period of the "cold war".

Since the books were written by authors who could not but
be affected by the definitional climate created by the
consciousness of global confrontation, and since the books,
were written for a generation of students attending colleges
and universities during that time, it should not surprise
that the "cold war", as the dominant political fact of most
of the post-World War II years, would find reflection in
international affairs textbooks.

In significant ways, it

also affected the presentation of IEC.
vary.

The

might

It could involve the inclusion or exclusion of IEC

sections in subsequent editions of the same textbook,18
presumably because the subject then seemed more,

-

or less

urgent or pertinent than before; it could affect the author's
decision whether to include IEC at all in view of the more

18,
ihus f. ex., Macridis, No. 123, adds an IEC' section in his
second and third editions, while PTdElford, Nos. 5 and 8, and
Gyorgy and Gibbs, Nos. 22 and 78, adds one in theseecniT, but omit
it in their third editi7.1.s.
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extensive treatment required by "cold war" issues;

it could be reflected in the.focus of a book as expressed
in a qualified title;19

or, last not least, it could influence

the manner in which TEC as such was conceived, located in the
book, and presented.

It is within this

lework that the strong co-pers-

pective on IEC as a resource in a nation's "information-prestige
-and-propaganda" effort should, in part, be understood.
The dominant concern is the threatened "national interest", the

overall security of the country, and the challenge to its
"way of life", - a concern that favors competitive, preemptive, or parrying conceptions of foreign affairs activity,

-

those relating to IEC incle-ed. 20

Table IX indicates that the percentage of books referring
to "national interest" as a purpose-category for TEC activities
increases considera6ly in the middle period (1961-65) and
exhibits a fifty per cent level throughout the entire span
of years.

On the other hand, references. to "mutual interests"

decline over time from 74.2 % to 53.8% to 39.4%, in part
reflecting an increasing skepticism about this aspect of IEC
effectiveness.

The third category, "world-wide interests of

mankind", also declines, from 35.5% to a mere 7.7% to 15.2%
in the most recent period.

19

For example, Robert Strusz-upe and Stefan T. Possony,
International Relations in the'Age of the Conflict between Democracy and DictatorsFITF, Ho. 9.
20

For Fi discussion of the impact of cne Cold War on efforts
to conduct the Fulbright program of IEC' exchanges as a long-range
activity, see Walter Johnson and Francis J. (iolligan, The Fulbright
Program: A History, ChiLago, Ill., The University of Chicago
Press, 1965, chs. 6 and 7, pp.
68-104.

In part thus, the "cold war", as a "hard-reality-period"
in international politics and relationships, imposed additional content requirements on textbooks, made pertinency criteria
possibly more severe, moved tactical foreign policy conceptions
and logics ahead of those :.)f a more normal and cooperative

nature, and tended to favor, in many instances, the linkage of
IEC with, or even integration into discussions centering on
the role and processes of information policies, psychological
warfare, or propaganda.

Within such frameworks or chapters,

IEC could not but appear as somewhat subsidiary, to be often
treated with relative brevity.

IV. IEC and Changing Emphases in the
Field of international Affairs
Textbooks on international affairs simultaneously draw
their sustenance from two "worlds":

the world of international

conduct and experience, and the world of the tneorizing academic
field which they seek to serve.

Thus, both what occurs in the

world of affairs, and what occurs in the academic field in terms
of conceptual developments and shifts of interest, exerts some
effect on the content of textbooks.

The academic field of international affairs has, since
the forties, experienced several changes of perspective and
emphasis which some analysts consider to be "stages of development".
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Four such stages have been identified as the (1) utopiannonnative, (2) realist-empirical, (3) behavioral-quantitative, and (4) post-behaviora1.21 None of them has an exact
beginning nor a complete ending.

All interweave and continue

as strands throughout the entire period.

Nevertheless, in

their time, each exerted a strong impact on international
affairs research and conceptualizations, and thus, to some
extent, and with some delay, also on the frameworks, content,

and factors that were noted or highlighted in the textbooks then
written. Each of them also opened different or additional perspectives of IEC as a dimension or linkage mechanism in international affairs.

The first post-war years still were characterized by
the "utopian-normative" approach which sought to re-structure
world relationships by an emphasis on legal-organizational
and socio-cultural world solutions, - solutions symbolized by

the establishment of the United Nations, the Internationd
Court of Justice, UNESCO, the promulgation of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, and an emphasis on programs leading
to international understanding, peace, and the emergence of
a world community.

National policies were to support these

goals; academic research and teaching were to explore and
1,ropound them.

Some of the earliest textbooks, but not many,

210f. Robert L. Pf3itzgraff, Jr., "International Studies in
the 1970's", Interna;-ional Studies Quarterly, XV, (1), March
1971, pp. 10A-126.
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reflect in part this orientation.
IEC was important.

In such a perspective,

The Preamble of UNESCO defined it as

an essential avenue to peace.

The United Nations, and good

will, contacts, exchanges, and mutual appreciation were to
foster a sense of common humanity that, ultimately, was viewed
as the best hope for banning the "scourge of war" from
human affairs.

Beginning with about 1948, a year marked by the publication

of Hans Morgenthau's tone-setting Politics Among Nations,
that approach gives way to "political realism", - a conception
that, for the next fifteen years, was to dominate international
affairs thinking in the United States.

For "political real-

ists" - varying, of course, from strict to broad constructionists,
the perennial fact of international life is conflict and competition among states, and the central variable continuing in
international political relationships is "power" - military,
political, economic, and psychological.

Employed by govern-

ments in the serve of what they perceive to be their
"national interests", the preservation, increase, and balancing

of "power" thus becomes the main task of statecraft, and the
main

rationale within which the environment of foreign policies

and international relations, and less so of international organizations, is researched and studied.

"Realists" tend to view

the political. world in essentially a foreign policy "action",

rather than in an "inter-action" perspective.

The main units

of attention continue to L? states, nations, am. governments.

-

-
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The internal mobilizability of the nation in support of its
government's foreign policy is presumed, and international
affairs, beyond such ingresses into the domestic domain as
afforded by information programs, propaganda, military
assistance, or foreign aid - are seen as actions between
and among governments and societies, that is, largely as
actions directed at one another, rather than as those
reciprocally transacted within

each other.

One scholar

defined this view as the "billiard ball approach."
In such a definitional perspective, IEC could perform
a meaningful role in two respects.

First, it could serve as

an instrument and a special target-oriented technique within
the broad information effort of a 11.1=,,tion's foreign policy,
varyingly detracting from, or countervailing an opponent's
appeal abroad, - providing corrective access to, and knowle(4,1

about the other's society,

- opening alongside the conflicted

political relationship a "non-political" area of communication
and cooperation, - or all of these together.

The other role

that the "realist" perspective could envisage for IEC was that
of a set of inherently desirable activities whion, in time,
might somehow be helpful in facilitating more informed and
complementary relationships, but wh eh could have only scant
relevance to coping with such problems as security, survival,
the assurance of peace, and the stabilization of relationships
between contending Powers.

8)

Authors daring the extended "realist" pericd in part reflect
these perspectives on IEC:

some emphasize the first, some

seek to explore the second, some combine both of them, and
some, - particularly those who apply a relatively stringent
conception of what is "politically" relevant, - omit IEC
altogether as not pertinent to the issue of interstate peace
and power.

As a"grand theory" of international affairs,

"realism" thus tends to perceive IEC in a rather limited range
of functions, one that to varying extents confines both some

of the public policy statements on IEC, and IEC treatments
presented in some of the textbooks of the period.

The third, "behavioral" stage, still proceeding, has
exerted its impact on the field primarily through the leavening introduction into international affairs analyses of concepts,

data, and research techniques from other social soances; through
the adaptation of "systems theory" to the needs of the field,
thus permitting new perspectives on global, regional, and
inter-societal processes; and through an interest in
international flows, interactions, community formations, and
indices of tension, cooperation, communication, and functional
integration.

As a result, international relationships came to

be viewed as much more complex, as involving simultaneously
multi-actor and multi-level processes, links, and interests,
and as having the decisive locus of initiative, pressure, and
effect inside rather than outside the interacting societies.

While "power" had seemed a sufficient concept to the "realists"
to explain the political core of inter-state behavior, it was
perceived as conceptually too undifferentiated and mechanistic when the foci of attention began to include increasingly
"intra-societal" and "inter-internal" dimensions of international relationships, transnational interest group interactions, and processes that, deliberately or not, were viewed
as producing patterns of interdependence.

In a sense, thus,

"behavioralism" shifted the primary international affairs
attention from the directly "political'' elements of power and

contest to those of a more societal, cooperative, and structurally integrating character.

The latter, far from being Viewed

as extraneous, were diagnosed as part of the forces shaping
the environment in which governments will increasingly need
to operate, and as influences on the content of policies, the
future preoccupations of governments, and ultimately, even on
some of the forms of organization through which societies
will transact a growing segment of their international
relationships.

Such a perspective, of course, could permit a considerable broadening of vistas in which IEC activities might be
perceived and analysed.

IEC could thus move from a subsidiary

or ambiguous function in political foreign policy to a role that
viewed it as a sociological integrative mechanism in international
relationships, and a facilitator in the evolvement of a multiply
interlinked and increasingly inter-societally functioning world.
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The above emphases characterize a number of textbooks
published toward the mid-1960's, particularly several "readers"
and "texts" edited or written by "behavioral scientists" .22

Despite this hospitality to an interactive and inter-relating conception of IEC, "behavioralism" did not, beyond the

group of books cited, induce either a greater frequency, or
major

changes in the concrete IEC treatments in textbooks.

Only textbooks on "international organization",largelydue to
more extensive discussions of "functionalist approaches",
exhibit a rebound from the low which they had reached during the
1961 to 1965 period.
cnange.
complex.

The other two fields show no appreciable

Again, the factors that might a,-count for this are

One is that conceptual enlarginents need not be

followed immediately by their analytical application to
concrete programs or processes which they might interpret
in new perspectives. Another factor is that, until recently,
IEC has received more frequent behavioral study on the level
of individual or small group experiences and attitude changes,
or of exchange flows as such, than on that of longer-term
outcomes and/or effects in, and on international "political"
relationships.

Finally, IEC treatments in textbooks have to

include, regardless of concept, some minimum of descriptive
information on institutions, programs, and official purposes, and these, of course, were not affected by "behavioral"
additions to perspective.

22

F. ex., Rosenau, No. 20
73; Fisher, lb. 27; Kaplan,
No. 30; Kelman, Ho. 37; SingeT, No. 38; Zawodny, No. 49; and
Krie'iSerg, No. 63. g5E all of these 7.6fer specifically to IEC,
but their conceptual frameworks and orientations could fully
encompass it.
,
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While "behavioral" formulations have thus laid the ground
for possibly much more sophisticated and systematic future
conceptions of IEC operations and objectives, they seldom
focused on IEC as a specific policy-relevant activity, and
thus stimulated few, if any, additions to treatments in
textbooks.

The final, "post-behavioral" stage is quite recent.
It has not yet produced an accepted definition of_ tenets,

nor a textbook that would exemplify its approaches.

Never-

theless, its interest in the linkages between the individual,
the group, the nation, and regional and world systems, in
reciprocal inter-influence processes and their relevance to
peace, in the need to build more coherent theory, and in
the growth of "transnational society" provide, together with
the continuing "behavioral" inputs, favorable prospects for
the elaboration of tested and utilizable knowledge about IEC in
its several functions:

as a bilateral diplomatic resource for

rapprochement and non-invidious communication and cooperation;
as a policy-related instrument of long-term socio-political
engineering; as a mechanism for the interlinkage of societies
and groups along lines of common interest; asa multilateral

program for the diffusion of inventive knowledge among international counterparts; and as the realm in the foreign policy
of each country that res?onds to, and reflects the particular
needs of one of its major .:omponent groups - the "education- culture- art -amid -sport complpx."
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V. IEC and the Broader Relevancy
Governments at all times attempt to do simultaneously
three things: (1) manage the vast amount of daily transactions
chat constitute the preponderant part of their special
responsibilities, (2) cope with the ever-emerging crises
that endanger their nation's interests, and (3) contribute,
directly or supportively, to such changes or processes
in the world environment as might reduce the criso-genic
propensities inherent in the structure, goals, an

imageries

of a world organized into formally sovereign and yet unequal
states.

The latter task involves a variety of policies, allocations, and programs.

It is not surprising that authors with

a legitimate primary focus on the "political" often incline
to consider such policies and programs - IEC is one of them as possibly more closely and deliberately related to concrete

objectives of a nation's foreign policy, than need in fact obtain.
In this respect, it may be helpful to remember that
the foreign policy repertoire of national governments is
not taken up entirely by the conduct of international
conflict and activities directly related to it. Foreign
policy also concerns itself with a wide range of international activities that constitute ends in themselves,
or means toward certain specific goals that may have only
a remote connection with the pursuit and resolution of
Some of these activities are, of
international conflict.
course, pertinent to broader foreign policy goals...(and)
are often deliberately pursued as a means for reducing
tensions....Nevertheless, these activities do have a life
of their own, and their successful execution represents
a foreign policy goal in its own right, regardless of
their possible implications for the broader issues.23

23Kelman, Ho.

37, pp. 566-7
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IEC thus can be viewed both from the angle of its
"political" helpfulness, particularly in the longer perspective, - and as a type of international relationship that
contains its own legitimacy, makesits own type of contributions,
reflects and creates its own constituencies, and aids in the
emergence of its own "systems" and stabilities.

To measure

the pertinence and effectiveness of IEC only by

the criterion

of its direct contribution to national objectives, or even
specifically to peace and security; is to ignore the other
broad relevancy.

An appreciation of that relevancy depends in part on a
fuller appreciation of the "human dimension in international
affairs," - one that, in an age of swift world-wide communication,
democratization, and politicization increasingly tends to
condition all policies and programs.

Despite significant

developments in attitude and concepts, some policy leaders
and some analysts still may have difficulty with what Lloyd
A, Free called "the built-in 'blind-spots' toward the
psychological aspects of world affairs."
Foster Dulles as having said:

He quotes John

"If I so much as took

account of what peoples in other countries are thinking or
feeling, I would be derelict in my duty as Secretary of

State."24

24rr,loyd

A. Free, "The Role of Public Opinion in International
Relations," in Elizabeth T. Crawford and Albert Biderman, eds.,
Social Scientists and International Affairs, New York, John Wiley
& Sons, 1969, p. 215-6.
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This, of course, is an untenable statement.

But, while

none of the textbook writers reflect so extreme a view, it
does exemplify a conception that confounds possible constructive
perspectives on IEC, and especially on what Senator Fulbright
called its "civilizing and humanizing functions in international
relations."

An appreciation of that broader relevancy will also depend
on the abandonment of the view that "education and culture"
and "government" and "policy" stand to each other in an
inherently antithetical relationship.

world, there obtains no such view.

In large parts of the

A 1964 study-for the

U.S. Advisory Commission on Educational and Cultural Affairs
dealt with the issue well.

Wrote Walter Adams:

There is no inherent dichotomy between cultural programs that serve the national interest and those that
In practice
have an essential validity of their own.
these goals of cultural diplomacy tend to coalesce rather
than conflict, because only programs conceived and administered with unimpeachable academic integrity and conforming to the highest standard of professional excellence
are capable of promoting the national interest.25
Finally, the appreciation of IEC's broader relevancy will
be facilitated if it is remembered that international relations, political, economic, and others, - are only a category of that
wider realm which involves the problem of interhuman relations
in general.

In that perspective, "international affairs," as

an academic field, might well be viewed as one studying "the
internal relations of mankind."

25

Walter Adams, "A Report on the Strategic Importance
of Western Europe, WasEiton, D.C., U.g. Aavisory CommIFS-ion
on Educational and Cultural Affairs, 1964, p. 3.
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Sometimes this is overlooked.

For, as the Sprouts say,

...the preoccupation with "the rules of the game" and the
"strategy" often distracts completely from what this game
is all about - namely, the fears, yearnings, aspirations,
and expectations of flesh-and-blood human beings who compose the hundred-odd political communities in the society
of nations.26
TEC responds to, and reflects the latter concerns.

To

perceive its relevancy also in this perspective may constitute,
in leaders of policy, and in scholars of international affairs,
the difference between an understanding moored in statecraft,
and one that belongs to statesmanship.

VI. Conclusion
This study focused on the treatment accorded "international
educational and cultural relations" in college textbooks on three
fields of international affairs.

It developed quantitative

and qualitative findings and sought to identify some of the
.

factors that might interpret the coverage encountered.

The medium studied were textbooks - one-volume presentations
of a specific academic field that, in many instances, serve
as a basis on which much of the class-room instruction proceeds.
Some instructors may use them for the organization of their courses.
Many may supplement their content by enlarging comments or discussions, additional

assigned readings from journals ox

documents, or by visits of resource persons speaking on a
particular topic.

26

Sprout and Sprout, No. 6, p. 13.
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There is no basis for believing that many of these supplementary inputs may deal with IEC.

It must be concluded that, by and large, the textbook
treatment of IEC, insofar as such is included, may be the

only relatively systematic discussion of that topic available
to the student during his college years, and that it is more
likely that the instructor will discuss IEC in class if such
treatment is included in the textbook, than if it is not.
To be sure, the above is much more true of smaller colleges
and department than of larger institutions employing more
specialized faculty or offering more differentiated curricula.

It is however, the former that represent the majority of

..

colleges in the United States, and it is above all they that
tend to depend on the textbook as the major instructional
aid.

If IEC thus is not duly covered in the textbook,

it is unlikely that it will be duly considered in a course
as such.

Does this make a difference?

It depends.

If a more balanced presentation of the field is an objective; if a certain humanization of the often misleading
stereotype of "politics" as a predominantly tactical Machiavellian activity is a value; if the changing and desired future
world environment is a pertinent aspecv. Lo be considered; and if,

essentially, basic information and interpretation on "what
proceeds, in what ways, toward what ends, with what effects?"
is what social science teaching is all about, then textbooks
on international affairs, as an important ingredient of that
teaching, should - despite the strictures of time and space -
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in the future offer a more adequate perspective on IEC
than that offered in the past.

X

This study began with introductory quotations.

One of

them, by Rafael Squirru, reproached governments for not
furthering those common cultural interests that might
transcend particular nationalisms.

The record of activities

adduced in this chapter indicates that, in multiple manner,
through diverse programs, with specific or broad objectives,
many governments and intergovernmental organizations in fact
have moved impressively in this direction insofar as their
programs of international educational and cultural relations
are concerned.

The time may have come for college teaching and college
textbooks to draw at least even.

Appendix I

The Research Instrument

PAFT I

2) Number:
Dupe:

(5) Number of discreLe treatments of IE*-%
(

) Total text pages of book:

(7) Total pages devoted to ICC:
(8)
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:

(4)

,year:

item (t):

:9) Authors):

(10)

(11) City:

112) Publisher:
'13) Edition:

(14) "ears of earlier (Ail-ions:

(15) Number ut Printings:

Editoes)?

1:

:textbook

2:

Peader

3:

Supplementary
Text

- 2'16) Does the author refer anywhere titex=, footnotes, bibliography)
to those of the following IEC books that were published prior
to his book's appearance?

TITLE

PAGE

1: 1947. R. E. McMurray, M. Lee: The Cultural
Approach. Another Way in International Relations
2: 1960. Frederick C. Fiarghoorn: The Soviet
Cultural Offensive

3: 1962. Herbert Passin: China's Cultural Dip:lomacy

4: 1963. C. A. Thompson and W. H. C. Laves:
Cultural relations and US Foreign Policy

5: 1963. Ro7)er;_ Uum. Ed., Cultural AU airs
and Forei7n ReiaLions

8: 1964: Ph.H. Coombs:
of Foreign Polity

The Fourth-Dimension

7: 1965: ?,. IA. Wedge: Vistors to the 1nited
States and Now They See ..ls

8: 1966: C. E. Speakman,
Exchange in 7.ducation

9: 1966: Charles Frankel:
of Foreign kffaitf

lr :

International

The FeglectW :.spr!ct

10: 1968: P. ..
raisted, Ed.: Cultural Affairs
e.nd Foreign Relations

11: 1969: P. C. Angell: Peace or the Earrh:
7.ransnatinal Part:icaTiaion

12: 1969: Charles Frank( l: Up From Foggy r,ottom

13: 1970: Incrid Eide
.elween Cultures

Ed..: Students as Links
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(17)
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(19)

(17) Topic c.Jvcrage: 1: part
2: chapter
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(12) Sub-secti..n heading
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5:suL-sectiin
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4: section
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(20) secti')n heading
(21) chapter/atic..e headInG

Enter (17) - (22) in sche:;.e bele%
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PART II

23.

Does the author present IEC as
a major functional dimension of IR, FP, or I.O.,
2. an activity that is essentially a part of, or contributory
to a major dimension of IR, PP, or I.O. 'f.ex., Information and Propaganda),
3.
an essentially autonomous operation without specification
of ils contextual role,
4.
none of the above, the entry consisting essentially of
brief discursive or enumerative statements.
1.

24.

Does the author conceive of IEC in terms of
1.
2.
3.
4.

Politics, ideology, and propaganda,
international links and cooperation among organizations,
societal change or development
friendship, good will, understanding, (TiESCO Philosophy),
indiviaual aitirude change,
othr.rs (which?).

25.

roes
1.
2.
3.
4.

0:ial levlopment of IF/' proc;rv.. or rram.6.0-ions,
or aizatiun.1 and in-.5titution% involved in TEC,

5.

posnlated effects of TEC,
empirical research about effects of EEC.

6.

26.

Tr"- prOPJI3MS and ac!.ivities,

o!ficially stated purposes of. IEC.

Which
1

27.

,,.:thor deal with

;Aiese dominate(s)?

2

3

4

S

noes thr; au:,hor deal primarily wir.ri ...irronizatiom or programs
brf:

2.

goverrupefrItal,
pr
':e ,

3.

Ito,, rr::r.c

4.

internaLional-;ntergoverncr.ep.al.

1.

or,

28

Page

Purposes Referred to or Attributed to TEC Programs
I.

individual

1. Enhance capacity for perspective and judgment,
2. Influence exchanges in career choice of work.

II. State and Nacional interest
3. Influence attitudes abroad in ways that favor a
country's power, security, or ideological appeal
(propaganda).
4. Counter opponent's activities against the above
interests (counter-propaganda),
S. Increase trade, tourism, and other transactions,
G. Enhance national prestige or reputation (national
achievements),
7. Advance diffusion of own language, culture, or
religion abroad,
8. Promote knowledge of one's society and country
abroad,
9. Increase own national competence by acquiring
knowledge and skills,
10. cialtivace links with citizen groups or own
ethnic background at road.
III. Assistance to Other Hations
11. Aid growth of another nation's competence by
the sharing of knowledge and skills,
12. Increase capabilities for self - government:.

IV. Mutual Interests
13. Increase scope of relations and interdependence
'links, cooperai,ion, integration, etc.),
14. Contribute to peaceful relation:, (reduction of
tension's, etc.),
1'3.

Enhance friendship, mutual respect and understanding, etc.

V. World-Wide interests of i4ankind
1(). Advance knowledge and the arts,
17. Poise global standards of living,
18. Promote justice, human rights, equality
19. (..reate basis for world community.
VI. Other.:

20. .:which?)

29.

Page

Effects A:tributed to or Mentioned in Connection with IEC
Programs
I.

Effects on Individuals
1.

2.
3.

Affect attitudes and interests,
Affect career choices or activities,
Enhance status and influence.

II. Effects on States or Nations
4.

5.

G.

7
8.
9.

Influence attitudes abroad in wags that favor a
country's power, security, or ideological appeal
(propaganda),
Counter opponent's activities derojating the
above interests (.:ounter-propaganda),
Increase trade, tourism, and other transactions,
Ereiance national prestige or reputation,
Enhance diffusion abroad of a nation's language,
cultvre, or religion,
Tncrease knowledge about a society or country
a!yroad,

10.

11.
12.

1aintain responsive link with citizen groups of
ethnic background abroad,
Increase national competence through acquisition
of knowledge and skills,
Ateent capabilities for self-government.

ITI. :attual Effects
13.
14.

15.

TV.

Increase scope of relations and interdependence
'links, cooperation, inregration, etc.),
Contribute to peaceful relations (reduction of
tensions, etc.)
Enhance friendship, mutual understanding, mutual
respect, etc.

Worad-wide Interests of Mankind
16.
18.
19.

Advance knowledge and the arts,
F0j3C global standards of living,
r romote justice, human rights, equality, etc.,
7--id grot.b of world community.

V. Others
20.

OPlich?)
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'cont.)

PART III

30.

Which countries' ICC programs does the author refer to?
(Other than U. S. A.)

COU('!TRIES

31.

PAGE

Which of the following IEC-related organizations does the
author refer to?

PAGE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
IG.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2S.

2,.
27.

UHESCO
Other 0 Agencies,
International Bureau of Education,
International Institute (or Committee) of Intellectual Cooperation,
Other International Organizations ff.ex., Council of Furope, Inter-American Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, etc.),
EC Unit in the U. S. Department of State,
IEC Units in Foreign Mjniztries of other countries,

UUT
Ali)

Peace Corps,
U. S. Department of Defense,
Other U. S. Government Agencies,
lEr. Units in Embassies or Consulates,
In:,:.itute of International Education,
U. 3. Foundations or other Private Sponsoring Tgencie-..
Other foreign IEC Program Agencies (:;ritish Council,
Alliance Francaise, etc.),
International Research and Scientific Institu::es,
International Associations of Professions,
International Association = of Scientific Organial.ion:_,
Other International Interest or Service Association:::
-..i-national Commission a,

Cultural and Friendship Scoieties,
National Schools Abroad,
Cultural Centers and Libraries Abroad,
International Schools (e.g. Tmerican Universiy of
ueirut, Patrice LumumDa University: Ccllege of
Europe),
I!,tefnational Houses,
('hcr:, 'which?).

32.

Is there a Peference to any of -ht? foilcwing?

- Trc rulbrioht Act '1940
-The '4aith-i4undt Act (United States
Information and Educational Exchange
act) '1948)
- The Funright-4ays Act (mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act)
(19G1)

Page
0. No
1. ,'S
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Persons Paiiicipating in IEC Exchdnges:
Page
1.

At:-.1eLes,

2.

,u3ioessmen,
)1'i,._exc of Orgarizatiens,

3.
4.

TAIldorQ,
,1i:i-ians Or P.:r14.(1m(Irrariars,

/.

7.1:.norz,

9.

1,t _fists,

ournalizt,
10.
11.
12.

PY'lfc:...-.ionals

F.::search

Prcfessors,
ilepchers,

11.
15.

Ctudents,

17.

1,3:ftsionaries

'n-aihees,

Volunleers Cf. ex., Peace Corp:;),
1($.

19.

34.

Transfer

1(,urist,

oqiers 'which?).

TE(-relat(td Aaterial.s

Page
1.
2.
3.

7\r:

etks, 'cwspapers, P(1-fLo-1;"als. bocument.st
Film, Padio, TV pro .:,1;,. Peeord;nqs,

0_

g3jects (data,
specimens, etc'.
Feproduccions, lools,

Edu.2otional :4atcrials
eachincl Aids, etc.',
7.

8.

35.

qransiations,
Others "which).

IEC Events
Page
1.

2.
3.

S.

Exhiitions,
Wnferences, seminars, and workshops,

6.
7.
8.

Work-Camps,
Cultural Fescivals,
Ochers 'which?).

4.

36.

Contests,
Trtiztic Ferfonpances,
Lectures,

Which ot the activities of tliTSCO are referred to?

WCE

ACTriTIP.S

37.

Does the author refer to or quote the Preamble to Ihr TO;r0
ronstit!.xCion

no
ye.

1:

3e.

which
her -pecialized U.
ivitie are reie-r,,d to?

39.

Is theta refercnre to i;z,t-jonal
Pafie0:

0: no
1:

y1:13

P2-cype act-

Tqtrote-,

I-r

-,1110r-
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